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ACRONYMS
μg/m3

micrograms per cubic meter

%

percent

cis-1,2-DCE

cis-1,2-dichloroethene

CQCP

construction quality control plan

COMAR

Code of Maryland Regulations

ºF

degrees Fahrenheit

FMEA

failure mode and effects analysis

GAC

granular-activated carbon

HASP

health and safety plan

HVAC

heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

lbs/day

pounds per day

Lockheed Martin

Lockheed Martin Corporation

MDE

Maryland Department of the Environment

p/n

part number

OM&M

operation, maintenance, and monitoring

PVC

polyvinyl chloride

RTO

remedial technical operations

SCFM

standard cubic feet per minute

SSD

sub-slab depressurization

TCE

trichloroethene

Tetra Tech

Tetra Tech, Inc.

TO-15

Toxic Organic Method-15

USEPA

United States Environmental Protection Agency

VMP

vapor monitoring point

VOC

volatile organic compound

WC

water column

WMP

waste management plan
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Section 1

Introduction
Tetra Tech, Inc. (Tetra Tech) has prepared this 100% design on behalf of Lockheed Martin
Corporation (Lockheed Martin) to describe the proposed second-phase expansion of the sub-slab
depressurization (SSD) system currently operating in Building A of the Middle River Complex in
Middle River, Maryland. The system has been operating since its installation in March 2008; it
applies vacuum under the concrete floor in areas where elevated volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) are found in the soil gas. The sub-slab vacuum draws volatile organic compounds from
extraction points, and maintains a negative pressure below the slab (relative to the room space), thus
minimizing the migration of chemicals from sub-slab soil into indoor air.
The system originally included two horizontal vapor extraction trenches (the “north” and “south”
extraction laterals) in the former plating shop (i.e., the current “lay-up” room in the western side of
the building). The system location is shown on Drawing G2 in Appendix A. Vapor monitoring points
(VMPs) were installed, as were a regenerative blower, a moisture separator, two 200-pound
granular-activated carbon (GAC) drums, and an exhaust stack that extends above the roof of the
building. The system’s “blowers skid” (blower, moisture separator, control panel, filters, and
appurtenances), granular-activated carbon drums, and exhaust stack are on the loading dock just
outside the lay-up room.
A first-phase system expansion completed in October 2010 addressed elevated sub-slab volatile
organic compounds detected in the middle area of the Building A basement. During the first-phase
expansion, two horizontal vapor extraction trenches (i.e., the “basement-north” and “basementsouth” extraction laterals) were also installed, and the 200-pound granular-activated carbon drums
were replaced with 400-pound drums. In addition, three stand-alone indoor-air filters (IQAir GC™
Series-GC VOC) were installed in January 2015 near vapor monitoring points 093-A and 138-A,
and indoor air monitoring location 093-A-X in the Building A basement (south of the vapor
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extraction trenches; refer to Drawing G2). The filters are continuously operated to address
trichloroethene (TCE) concentrations possibly above its screening level in indoor air.
The proposed second-phase system expansion will include replacement of the existing blower skid,
and installation of new extraction and vapor monitoring points to address areas along the eastern
side of Building A (near VMPs 136-A, 079-A, and 117-A), where elevated concentrations of volatile
organic compounds were detected in the sub-slab in 2014-2015. Design criteria for this secondphase expansion include performance and sizing requirements (e.g., radius of influence, vacuum,
extraction-well diameter, vapor-flow rate, and pressure drop through the system).
This report is organized as follows:
Section 1—Introduction: Briefly describes the history of the existing sub-slab-depressurization
system in Building A.
Section 2—Basis of Design: Presents the technical basis for the expansion design.
Section 3—100 Percent Design: Describes the components of the system expansion.
Section 4—Performance Monitoring: Describes the planned system startup, operation,
monitoring, and proposed project schedule.
Section 5—References: Lists the references used in this design document.
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Section 2

Basis of Design
The design objective for the second-phase expansion of the sub-slab depressurization (SSD) system
is to mitigate potential vapor migration into the target areas of Building A by maintaining a negative
pressure of at least 0.01 inches water column (WC) in the sub-slab at all times, regardless of heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), or variation in barometric conditions. The target areas
(basement and western and eastern areas of Building A) are shown on the design drawings in
Appendix A. To achieve the system expansion objective, five1 vertical, vapor-extraction points and
eight vapor-monitoring points (VMPs) were installed the week of November 9, 2015, and the
existing blower skid and its control panel will be replaced following approval of the 100% design.
The location of the new extraction points and VMPs are shown on Drawings G1 and G2 in
Appendix A. These locations were selected based on the elevated sub-slab vapor sampling results
detected at VMPs 136-A, 079-A, and 117-A during sub-slab vapor sampling events in 2014-2015
(discussed in the Basis of Design Report [Tetra Tech, 2015a]). The locations were reviewed with
the facility on October 27, 2015, and cleared with a geophysical utility-investigation on November
3-4, 2015 (additional details are in Section 3). The radius of influence for induced vacuum at each
new extraction point is expected to extend approximately 25 feet, based on current operation of the
SSD system.

1

Six points were originally planned, but one was abandoned because utilities in that area were so numerous that a safe,
nearby offset location could not be selected.
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Section 3

100-Percent Design
The second-phase expansion for the sub-slab depressurization (SSD) system includes the following:


Installing five vertical vapor extraction points (SSD-34-A through SSD-38-A) in the eastern
target area of Building A (installed November 9-13, 2015)



Installing eight vapor monitoring points (VMPs) (160-A through 167-A) near the new vapor
extractions points (installed November 9-13, 2015)



Installing an elevated six-inch diameter Schedule 40 polyvinyl chloride (PVC) header pipe
that connects the new vapor extraction points to the SSD system



Replacing the existing blower skid (at the same location) with a higher capacity blower unit
that will accommodate the flow from ten soil-vapor extraction points (including the four
existing horizontal trenches and five new vertical extraction points)



Hard-wiring the three indoor-air filters in the Building A basement directly into the facility
emergency power system

Drawings showing the new extraction points, VMPs, and proposed piping runs are in Appendix A.
The design of each expansion component is discussed below.

3.1

VAPOR EXTRACTION POINTS

The proposed vapor-extraction point locations were reviewed with Bob Kuhn of Middle River
Aircraft Systems (MRAS) during an on-site meeting on October 27, 2015. Enviroscan, Inc.
subsequently cleared the agreed upon locations via a geophysical utility-investigation on November
3-4, 2015 (see the utility clearance report in Appendix B). Per Lockheed Martin Corporation and
facility approval, Tetra Tech, Inc. (Tetra Tech) proceeded with the installation of the points. Five of
six planned extraction points, SSD-34-A through SSD-38-A, were installed in the eastern target area
of Building A on November 9-13, 2015. SSD-39-A was not installed because numerous utilities
running behind the drywall in that area could not be traced. For this reason, a nearby off-set location
could not be cleared with certainty. Drawing G2 in Appendix A shows the locations of the installed
VMPs and extraction points.
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Each new vertical extraction point was constructed using two-inch-diameter 0.020-inch slot
Schedule 40 PVC pipe (screen), and two-inch diameter solid Schedule 40 PVC pipe (riser) in a
six-inch diameter borehole. The screen extended from the bottom of the slab to a depth of 12 to
18 inches. The annular space was filled with clean pea gravel and a two-inch thick bentonite grout
seal was placed above the screen and gravel to prevent short-circuiting (extracting indoor air).
The vapor extraction points were located as close to a wall or column as possible, so that cutting the
concrete slab (other than for coring at the vapor extraction point) was avoided, and the extraction
point and piping were placed outside normal traffic flow in the facility. The riser pipes from the new
extraction points were brought above ground at the columns/walls shown on Drawing G2 in
Appendix A, and were covered with a PVC cap until piping to the blower skid is installed. SSD-37-A and SSD-38-A, located in a driving aisle, were installed using a horizontal extension pipe
connected at a 90-degree angle within the floor slab to keep the piping away from the driving aisle.
The extension pipe, a solid, 1.5-inch diameter steel pipe, was installed approximately 3.5 inches
below grade. A three-foot high, four-inch diameter steel pipe sleeve was placed on the riser pipe for
SSD-35-A, and one two-inch diameter steel bollard was installed at SSD-34-A and SSD-36-A to
prevent ground-level damage.
The concrete around each point was finished in a manner equal to or better than surrounding areas,
as required by Lockheed Martin. The new extraction points and VMPs are in areas with no floor
coverings. Extraction point and bollard details are on Drawing G2 in Appendix A.

3.2

PIPING

The riser pipes from the extraction points will be supported on the columns/walls shown on
Drawing G2 (Appendix A) with pipe supports placed near valves, elbows, fittings, and joints. Each
riser pipe will have a measuring point for sampling, flow, and vacuum monitoring, and a lockable
diaphragm valve for throttling or shutting off flow. The pipe will be connected to an elevated,
six-inch-diameter Schedule 40 PVC pipe installed overhead. Sub-slab soil vapor from the five new
extraction points will be routed into the common header to the blower skid, where it will be joined
with vapor from the four existing extraction trenches before heading to the moisture separator.
The six-inch-diameter header pipe will be run along wall and ceiling sections in the eastern area of
Building A (see Drawing G2 in Appendix A), and will be tied-in to the existing SSD system before
PAGE 3-2
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the moisture separator. Specifically, the header pipe will run approximately 90 feet from the SSD
system along the interior west wall of the loading dock to the loading dock bay door (near column
D19A), through a window above the bay door, and then approximately 210 feet east along an interior
wall to column B19A. From there, the header pipe will split and run (a) south along the wall (for
approximately 160 feet) to column D25 near VMP 079-A, and (b) north, then east, along the ceiling
(for approximately 245 feet) to column A14 near VMP 136-A. The header pipe will be installed at
a height of 20-30 feet using wall brackets and pipe hangers placed next to existing support brackets
used for steel piping in the ceiling. The six-inch diameter header is sized to allow total system flows
up to 290 standard cubic per minute (SCFM)2, with 25 SCFM average flow per vertical extraction
point, and a combined 140 SCFM from the extraction trenches.
All header piping will be level, or sloped back toward the vapor extraction points or toward headerpipe condensate sumps, to prevent condensate accumulation in low points in pipe runs. Condensate
sumps will be installed to remove liquid accumulated in any piping low points that cannot be
avoided. All piping will also be labeled with green color “vacuum” self-sticking vinyl pipe markers.
The header piping will be installed in high-traffic areas; therefore, exclusion zones of appropriate
size will be set up to ensure that no one can enter the work zone. Alternative routes will be available
for all blocked traffic areas. Header piping will be installed as quickly as possible, without
jeopardizing employee and project safety, to avoid unnecessary disruption to facility operations.
Most of the planned pipe runs will be in areas that have been recently renovated, so the pipe runs
can use existing racks and supports as coordinated with the facility. If pipe runs in the loading dock
area may potentially disturb lead-based paint, the material will be contained, removed, and disposed
of per all requirements. If pipe runs may potentially disturb asbestos-containing materials, the pipe
will be rerouted, where possible, or work will stop and the facility will be contacted to coordinate
abatement. We anticipate no new wall penetrations will be needed to complete the expansion.

2

If needed, one additional extraction point could be added.
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3.3

MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING SSD SYSTEM

Required modifications to the main system are:


replacing the current blower and moisture separator and installing a new blower skid with
larger units and add a heat exchanger (mounted on the new skid) to reduce the temperature
of the vapor stream from the blower prior to the vapor treatment units



hard-wiring three indoor-air filters in the Building A basement directly into the facility’s
emergency power system

The current blower skid will be replaced with a skid that includes one AMETEK® Rotron®
regenerative blower model DR909BB72W rated for 300 SCFM at 75 inches of water column (WC)
suction. A new moisture separator (Gasho Model GX-100DL) will be provided with the new skid.
The replaced blower skid will be returned to the supplier (Gasho, Inc.) for recycling. A heat
exchanger (Xchanger, Inc. model AA-400) will be installed before the granular-activated-carbon
(GAC) units to protect the GAC units and PVC pipe from potential temperatures higher than
140 degrees Fahrenheit (ºF). The heat exchanger is rated to reduce 250 SCFM of air from 200ºF to
approximately 110ºF.
Other components on the new blower skid will be similar to those of the existing skid. A temperature
switch (set at 215ºF) will be placed approximately 2-3 feet before the heat exchanger to protect the
blower, and a second temperature switch (set at 140ºF) following the heat exchanger will protect
the downstream GAC units and PVC pipe. These two temperature switches, Ashcroft part number
T424-T050303, and a high-level switch, low-vacuum switch (Dwyer part number [p/n] 1950P-5-2F
set at three inches WC vacuum), and high-pressure switch (Dwyer p/n 1950-P set at 55 inches WC),
will be tied into the new control panel. All alarms will be normally closed, and will be programmed
into a new eight-channel auto-dialer on the new equipment skid. Upon activation of any alarm, the
auto-dialer will call the system operator and up to three backup personnel until the alarm is
acknowledged. Technical information and specifications of key components of the skid are in
Appendix C. Drawing G-3 shows the skid components and the process and instrumentation diagram
for the expanded system.
Two existing vapor-phase GAC adsorbers (Vent-Scrub® VSC400) in series, capable of a maximum
flow of 300 SCFM, will continue to treat the extracted vapors before discharge to the atmosphere.
PAGE 3-4
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The three IQAir® GC™ VOC indoor-air filters operating near indoor air monitoring point 093-A-X
and VMPs 093-A and 138-A in the Building A basement will be hard-wired directly to the facility
emergency power supply so that power outages will not shut them off. The approximate routing of
the conduit from the filters to the emergency power supply is shown on Drawing G2 (Appendix A).
The conduit will be field-run along existing pipe supports, where possible.
The technical specifications for the modifications and the corresponding equipment cut sheets are
in Appendix C. Electrical requirements are described in the blower-skid control-panel drawings in
Appendix C. The control panel and heat exchanger will be connected to power at the breaker box
near the blower skid location. We will coordinate this work with the facility.
After the second-phase system expansion is completed, we anticipate a vapor flow rate of
265 SCFM, with average extraction rates of 35 SCFM each from the current vapor extraction
trenches, and 25 SCFM from each of the new points. The target vapor-flow rate of 265 SCFM will
produce minimal friction losses in both the individual extraction pipes and the header pipe. Friction
loss was estimated at 0.011 inches WC per foot of pipe in the two-inch-diameter vapor-extraction
trenches and points, and less than 0.003 inches WC in the six-inch-diameter header for the five new
extraction points (combined). Under a worst-case scenario, we estimate that a vacuum-side filter
loss of approximately 18-inches WC will result in total losses of approximately 28 inches WC. The
pressure-side head loss is less than 37 inches WC. These are acceptable levels for system
performance. Pressure loss calculations are in Appendix D.

3.4

VAPOR MONITORING POINTS

Eight of nine VMPs proposed were installed on November 9-13, 2015 using Cox-Colvin and
Associates, Inc.’s stainless steel Vapor Pins™. VMP 168-A was not installed because extraction
point SSD-39-A was not installed. Data from these new VMPs and existing VMPs will be used to
monitor the induced vacuum near the new soil-vapor extraction points. The radius of influence for
the induced vacuum at each new extraction point is expected to be about 25 feet, based on the
operating parameters of the current SSD systems at the site (in Building A and Building C).
Vapor-extraction-point flow rates will be adjusted to maximize vacuum influence within the target
area, and to achieve the system-expansion design criteria, where possible. The concrete floor slab
will be checked for short-circuiting at joints and perforations, and any pathways will be sealed.
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VMPs that will be used to monitor the performance of the expanded system are listed in Table 3-1.
Additional VMPs will be proposed and added as needed after the second-phase expansion to further
define the area of induced vacuum. Monitoring will be discontinued at VMPs that are not useful for
monitoring system performance; those VMPs will be left in place for future monitoring if needed.

3.5

ESTIMATED MASS EXTRACTION AND PERMITS

Volatile organic compound (VOC)3 mass removal rates of approximately one-quarter pound per day
are anticipated at expansion startup. Removal rates are expected to decrease to about 0.05 pounds
per day or less after the first month of operation. These estimated removal rates are based on
soil-vapor concentrations in existing SSD system influent and VMPs, and concentration decline
rates observed during initial operation of the Building A and Building C SSD systems in 2008. The
two existing 400-pound capacity GAC drums (lead and lag) will be used to adsorb VOCs in the
discharge line of the system before the treated vapors are discharged to the atmosphere. We expect
to switch-out the lead 400-pound GAC drum during the first two months of operation. GAC usage
is expected to decrease to about one unit every nine months thereafter.
Sub–slab vapor samples will be collected for laboratory analysis of VOCs at each new vapor
extraction point 24 hours after start-up of the expanded system. During the first month of operation,
the system influent, mid-point and effluent will be sampled and analyzed every other week for
VOCs; thereafter, these samples will be collected monthly. All sub–slab vapor samples will be
submitted to TestAmerica in Knoxville, Tennessee for VOC analysis by United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Toxic Organic Method 15 (TO-15).
Table 3-2 lists the estimated initial mass extraction rates (in pounds per day) for the expanded
system, based on current system influent concentrations and sampling results at VMPs 079-A,
117-A, and 136-A (discussed in Section 2.2). Even without GAC treatment, the estimated
mass-extraction rates (91.25 pounds of VOCs per year) are below the Title 5 emission level (25 tons
VOCs per year) regulated by Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE), and found in Code
of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) 26.11.02.01C. Telephone communication with the MDE Air
Quality Permits Section in November 2007 (at system startup) indicated that no air permit would be

3

mainly trichloroethene (TCE) and cis-1,2-dichloroethene (cis-1,2-DCE)
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required for the emission rates associated with the SSD system. An e-mail communication on
September 22, 2015 from Mr. Nolan Penney of the MDE Air Quality Permits Section (Appendix E)
reconfirmed that no permit would be needed, and that extraction rates less than one pound per day
qualify for the de minimus exemption under COMAR 26.11.02.10X. Therefore, no air permit is
required for the second-phase expansion of the SSD system (MDE, 2015). We will provide the
Middle River facility with total annual emission volumes for their reporting requirements. Based on
discussions with the facility during previous SSD system installations, no building or other permits
are required for the proposed second-phase system expansion.

3.6

FAILURE-MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

Tetra Tech, Lockheed Martin, and its remedial technical operations (RTO) contractor conducted a
failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) on December 8, 2015 via a virtual (online) meeting. The
purpose of the FMEA is to examine work for single or multiple point failures that could cause a
release of untreated soil vapors to the environment or cause damage to the SSD system. The results
of the FMEA have been incorporated into the design document and include adding (normally closed)
circuits in the control panel for the new blower skid, and updating the system’s operation,
maintenance, and monitoring (OM&M) manual (Tetra Tech, 2015b). FMEA documentation is in
Appendix F.

3.7

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE AND WORK
PLANS

Construction work plans have been prepared by Tetra Tech to guide the construction work and
include a construction quality control plan (CQCP) (Tetra Tech, 2016a), a site and temporary
facilities plan (Tetra Tech, 2016b), and a project-specific health and safety plan (HASP) (Tetra Tech,
2016c) that includes an Emergency Response Plan. A waste management plan (WMP) was not
prepared for the second-phase system expansion work as the wastes can be managed in accordance
with the facility’s current investigation–derived WMP (Tetra Tech, 2015c).The CQCP presents the
approach for confirming that the system is installed consistent with the design intent. The site and
temporary facilities plan details the temporary facilities required to advance work and the best
management practices that will be used to limit impact to Building A tenants and operations. The
HASP includes procedures used to protect workers and the public from potential hazards during
construction and system OM&M. The emergency response plan, included in the HASP, outlines
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emergency procedures. The system’s OM&M manual has been updated to include the new
extraction points, VMPs, and new equipment skid. The work plans and updated OM&M manual are
available under separate cover.
The preliminary construction schedule for construction of the system expansion is in Appendix G,
and is based on approval of the 100% design documents on or before February 2016.
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Table 3-1
New Vapor Extraction Points and Associated Monitoring Points
Building A SSD System Second-Phase Expansion
Lockheed Martin Middle River Complex, Middle River, Maryland
New vapor extraction point
SSD-34-A
SSD-35-A
SSD-36-A
SSD-37-A
SSD-38-A

Associated monitoring points
136-A-S, 163-A
136-A,136-A-N, 160-A, 161-A
162-A, 121-B
117-A, 164-A, 165-A
166-A, 079-A, 119-A, 167-A

Table 3-2
Estimated Mass Extraction Rates
Building A SSD System Second-Phase Expansion
Lockheed Martin Middle River Complex, Middle River, Maryland
Vapor extraction point

Estimated
average flow
(SCFM)

Estimated
VOC
concentration
(µg/m3)

Estimated initial^
mass extraction
(lbs/day)

1183a

0.015

Existing horizontal extraction trenches/laterals
North (former plating shop)

140 combined

South (former plating shop)
Basement-north
Basement-south
Proposed vertical extraction points
SSD-34-A

25

32123 b

0.072

SSD-35-A

25

32123 b

0.072

SSD-36-A

25

32123

b

0.072

SSD-37-A

25

303 c

SSD-38-A

25

3873

d

0.001
0.009

^VOC concentrations at proposed vapor extraction points are expected to decrease up to 90% during the first month of
operation
lbs/day – pounds per day
μg/m3 – micrograms per cubic meter
SCFM – standard cubic feet per minute
SSD – sub-slab depressurization
VOC – volatile organic compounds
Mass Extraction (lbs/day) = µg/L x L/min x 1,440 min/day x 1 lb/4.54 x 10-6 µg
a Based on total VOC influent SSD system concentrations in August 2015
b Based on total VOC sub-slab vapor concentrations at vapor monitoring point (VMP) 136-A in February 2015
c Based on total VOC sub-slab vapor concentrations from VMP 117-A in February 2014
d Based on total VOC sub-slab vapor concentrations from VMP 079-A in February 2015
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Section 4

Performance Monitoring
4.1

SYSTEM STARTUP AND OPERATION

After the second-phase system expansion is installed, the system will be rebalanced by taking
vacuum and flow rate measurements from each extraction point and induced vacuum monitoring
point, and adjusting the diaphragm throttling valves, to pull about 35 standard cubic feet per minute
(SCFM) from each of the current vapor extraction trenches, and 25 SCFM from each of the new
points. To rebalance the system, each individual extraction point will initially be run alone to
establish its vacuum-flow relationship. The vacuum applied at each extraction point will vary
considerably to achieve the target flow rates. A wellhead vacuum may be as high as 40 inches of
water column (WC) for some extraction points, while others may be less than 20 inches water
column. Multiple iterations are needed before the entire well set is balanced and the system is
functional.
Once the extraction points are set to pull the target flows (or as close as possible), the system vacuum
and flows will be adjusted to achieve the design criterion of a vacuum of 0.01 inches water column
or greater at each vapor monitoring point within the radius of influence, when possible. A
photoionization detector will be used to check for volatile organic compounds (VOC) at each
extraction point during startup, and one sample from each point (collected 24 hours after startup)
will be submitted for laboratory analysis. Moisture accumulation will also be monitored during
startup.
System checks will occur weekly during the first month of operation, and every two weeks
thereafter. System checks will include applied vacuum and flow rate at each extraction point, and
induced vacuum at vapor monitoring points (VMPs). Maintenance will be conducted per
manufacturer recommendations. System vapor samples (influent, midpoint, and effluent) will be
collected and analyzed every two weeks for volatile organic compounds during the first month of
operation; thereafter, these samples will be collected monthly. All sub–slab vapor samples will be
8231 TETRA TECH • LOCKHEED MARTIN MIDDLE RIVER COMPLEX ▪ BUILDING A
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submitted to TestAmerica in Knoxville, Tennessee for analysis of currently agreed list of target
compounds by United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Toxic Organic Method
15 (TO-15). The resulting data will be used to determine mass removal trends, and to verify that
breakthrough of the granular activated-carbon units has not occurred. Typically, a sub-slab
depressurization (SSD) system removes relatively high levels of VOC mass in the initial few days
of operation, followed by a substantial drop in mass removal rates thereafter.

4.2

SYSTEM MONITORING

System checks after the first month of operation will be completed by following these steps:


Measure and record the vacuum and air velocity from each extraction point using a
manometer and velocity meter, respectively, and adjust as needed.



Replace the lead granular activated-carbon unit when 50% or higher breakthrough is
observed in the midpoint air sample, or at Tetra Tech’s discretion (with concurrence from
Lockheed Martin Corporation), to minimize total volatile organic compound discharge and
minimize carbon usage. Install lag units as lead units, and install new canisters in the lag
position.



Record effluent blower temperature and pressure.



Check induced vacuum at vapor monitoring points.



Empty condensate in moisture separator and sumps into properly labeled transportable
drums, as needed.



Check vacuum gauges, pressure gages, piping, and fittings for leaks and signs of heat stress.

The system checklist used to document system monitoring is provided under separate cover in the
updated operation, maintenance, and monitoring (OM&M) manual.

4.3

INDUCED VACUUM MONITORING

During startup of the new extraction points, induced vacuum will be monitored at nearby vapor
monitoring points by collecting single, instantaneous readings with a manometer. Weekly
monitoring of induced vacuum (single readings) will be conducted for the first month of operation,
and monitoring frequency will decrease to every two weeks thereafter. Table 4-1 lists the points that
will be monitored; their locations are shown on Drawing G2 in Appendix A. Monitoring in the
lay-up room (former plating shop in western area of Building A) will continue at SSD-1-A,
SSD-12-A-X, SSD-11-A-X, SSD-13-A-X, SSD-2-A-X, SSD-16-A-X, 015-A-X, and SSD-3-A-X.
PAGE 4-2
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Monitoring in the basement target area will continue at SSD-19-A, SSD-20-A, SSD-21-A, and
SSD-22-A. Existing or new points will be proposed and added as needed to define the induced
vacuum in target areas. Extraction-point flow rates will be adjusted to maximize vacuum influence
within the target area, and to achieve the design criteria, if possible. The slab will be checked for
short-circuiting at joints and perforations by listening/feeling for air flow through any cracks in slab
while the system is running; any short-circuiting pathways will be sealed.
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Table 4-1
Induced Vacuum Monitoring Locations
Building A SSD System Second-Phase Expansion
Lockheed Martin Middle River Complex, Middle River, Maryland
Associated induced vacuum
vapor-monitoring points*

Vapor extraction point

Eastern Target Area Vertical Extraction Points*
SSD-34-A
SSD-35-A

SSD-36-A
SSD-37-A

SSD-38-A

136-A-S163-A
136-A-N
136-A
160-A
161-A
162-A
121-B
117-A
164-A
165-A
079-A
166-A
119-A
167-A

Western Target Area Extraction Trenches/Laterals

North (lay-up room [former plating shop])
South (lay-up room [former plating shop])

SSD-1-A
SSD-12-A-X
SSD-11-A-X
SSD-13-A-X
SSD-2-A-X
SSD-16-A-X
015-A-X
SSD-3-A-X

Basement Extraction Trenches/Laterals
Basement-north
Basement-south

SSD-19-A
SSD-20-A
SSD-21-A
SSD-22-A

* Proposed for the second-phase expansion and installed in November 2015.
SSD– sub-slab depressurization
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APPENDIX A—DESIGN DRAWINGS
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APPENDIX B— GEOPHYSICAL UTILITY-INVESTIGATION REPORT
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November 17, 2015

Ms. Dawn Monico
Tetra Tech, Inc.
51 Franklin Street
Suite 400
Annapolis, MD 21401
RE:

Geophysical Survey
Utility Clearance – Middle River Complex
15 Borings in Building A
Middle River, MD
Enviroscan Reference Number 111520

Dear Ms. Monico:
On November 2 and 4, 2015, Enviroscan, Inc. visited the above-referenced site with the
purpose of locating underground metallic and non-metallic utilities adjacent to 15 proposed
penetrations in a concrete floor. The floor penetrations, for the installation of vapor monitoring
points, were located in Building A.
The above-referenced site was scanned with a Radiodetection C.A.T.3 and GSSI Utility
Scan DF ground penetrating radar (GPR) system. Potential utilities were marked on the floor
surface with adhesive tape.
The above-referenced geophysical survey was completed using standard and/or routinely
accepted practices of the geophysical industry and equipment representing the best available
technology. Enviroscan does not accept responsibility for survey limitations due to inherent
technological limitations or unforeseen site-specific conditions. However, we make every effort
to identify and notify the client of such limitations or conditions. In addition, please note that the
completion of this survey does not relieve any party of applicable legal obligations to notify the
appropriate One-Call center prior to digging or drilling.

1051 Columbia Avenue ● Lancaster, PA 17603 ● 717.396.8922 ● Fax 717.396.8746 ● email@enviroscan.com ● www.enviroscan.com

ENVIROSCAN, INC.

Ms Monico
November 17, 2015
Page 2

As always, we appreciate this opportunity to have worked with you again. If you have
any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,
Enviroscan, Inc.

William E. Steinhart III, M.Sc., P.G.
Senior Geophysics Project Manager

1051 Columbia Avenue ● Lancaster, PA 17603 ● 717.396.8922 ● Fax 717.396.8746 ● email@enviroscan.com ● www.enviroscan.com

APPENDIX C— EQUIPMENT LIST, CUT SHEETS, AND TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
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EQUIPMENT LIST
1. Cox-Colvin and Associates, Inc.’s stainless steel Vapor Pins™
2. New Blower and Equipment Skid with the following major components:
a. Blower: AMETEK® Rotron® model R909BB72W, 10 horsepower, 340
standard cubic feet per minute (SCFM) at 75 inches water column (WC)
suction, and the following associated fittings and valves:
i. 3-inch diameter Solberg inline filter
ii. 3-inch diameter universal dilution valve
iii. 2½-inch diameter Apollo butterfly valve
iv. 2-inch diameter Fisher vacuum relief valve
b. Heat exchanger: Xchanger, Inc. model AA-400
c. Moisture separator: Gasho, Inc. model GX-100DL with level switch
d. Flow meter: AMETEK® Rotron® model 550606
e. Control Panel: 460V, 3-phase, with NEMA 4 enclosure
f. Auto-dialer (8-channel): Sensaphone® 800 Monitoring System, part
number FGD-0800
3.

PVC piping:
a. 300 feet, Schedule 40, 2-inch diameter
b. 700 feet, Schedule 40, 6-inch diameter
c. Couplings, elbows, tees, caps, reducers
d. Saddle fittings, Schedule 40, 6-inch diameter

4. Diaphragm valves: 2-inch diameter construction PVC, 150 pounds per square inch
(PSI) rating
5. Primer: PVC primer
6. Cement: heavy bodied universal cement
Equipment Cut Sheets or Details Included for Reference Only
1. Assembly details for granular activated-carbon units (existing)
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Sub-slab Soil-Gas sampling vapor pinVapor Pin

Page 1 of 3

The Vapor Pin™ has a variety of applications,
including but not limited to:
Sub-slab soil gas sampling, de-pressurization
studies/testing, stray gas evaluations, source area
characterization and mitigation progress monitoring.

CONTRACTOR KIT

SHOP PRODUCTS

Stainless Steel Vapor Pin® VPIN0522SS

http://vaporpin.coxcolvin.com/

11/3/2015

Sub-slab Soil-Gas sampling vapor pinVapor Pin

Page 2 of 3

SSSSS
sssss

Vapor Pin® Extension 1.5″

Stainless Steel Secured Cover

http://vaporpin.coxcolvin.com/

11/3/2015

Sub-slab Soil-Gas sampling vapor pinVapor Pin

Page 3 of 3

Cox-Colvin & Associates, Inc. has developed the Vapor Pin®, a unique, patented, re-usable sub-slab soil-gas sampling
device. Traditional sub-slab soil-gas sampling methods are time consuming, expensive, and prone to leaks. Cox-Colvin
designed the Vapor Pin® specifically to eliminate many of the problems associated with traditional sub-slab soil gas
sampling methods. Advantages of the Vapor Pin®over traditional methods include:
◦ unique patented design reduces the potential for leaks during sample collection, improving sample quality;
◦ built-in disposable seal eliminates the need for grout, increasing productivity;
◦ connects easily to sampling equipment;
◦ easily installed, sampled, and retrieved for reuse;
◦ reduces damage to the slab;
◦ improves diagnostic testing;
◦ improves spatial resolution;
◦ reduces sampling time allowing collection of more samples for less cost, and thus provides a better
understanding of site conditions.
The patented design of the Vapor Pin®provides environmental professionals a means of collecting high-quality, low-cost
soil gas samples within minutes. Plus, the Vapor Pin® is made in the USA. Protected under US Patent # 8,220,347 B2

f

http://vaporpin.coxcolvin.com/

© 2015 Cox-Colvin // site by: go grow
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Contractor Vapor Pin® Kit - Vapor PinVapor Pin

Page 1 of 1

Products
You are here :: Home » Product » Contractor Vapor Pin® Kit

Contractor Vapor Pin® Kit

ALL PRODUCTS

$765.00–$865.00

VAPOR PIN™ KITS
INDIVIDUAL PARTS



Choose an option

Material

SECURED COVERS
TUBING

SKU: N/A

MISCELLANEOUS

Category: Vapor Pin™ Kits

SHOPPING CART

Tags: Brass, Stainless Steel
CHECKOUT

Description

Additional Information

Reviews (0)

Product Description
10 Vapor Pins™ (Brass or Stainless Steel);
20 Vapor Pin™ Sleeves;
20 Vapor Pin™ Caps;
10 Secure Flush Mount Covers;
1 Spanner Screwdriver;
1 Stainless Steel Drilling Guide;
1 Installation/Extraction Tool;
1 Bottle Brush;
1 Water Dam for leak testing;
1 Vapor Pin™ SOP; and
Hard-sided carrying Case.

f

http://vaporpin.coxcolvin.com/product/contractor-vapor-pin-kit/

© 2015 Cox-Colvin // site by: go grow
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460 West Gay Street
West Chester, PA 19380

GX100-DL Moisture Separator, 400 CFM
Specification
100 gallon vessel with approx. 40 gallons of storage
Flow Rate- 400 ICFM, Vacuum rating 28” Hg
Integral SS demister / filter media, 99.5% entrained water removal
Pressure drop through clean media = .25 IWC
Welded steel construction, reinforced for high vacuum
External Site Gauge
Level Switch Ports- (3) 1” NPT ports, 6” 150 Lb. Flange Cleanout port with clear cover
4” NPT inlet, and outlet
Standard External finish is alkyd paint, inside is left uncoated
Optional coatings available

GX100DL Specifications 032514.docx

3/25/2014

Blower Connection Key
NPT – American National Standard Taper Pipe Thread (Male)

Measurement
Accessories

NPSC – American National Standard Straight Pipe Thread for Coupling (Female)
SO – Slip On (Smooth – No Threads)

Air Flow Meter
FEATURES

BENEFITS

• Direct reading in SCFM
• Low pressure drop (2-4" typical) across the

• OPTIMIZE SYSTEM EFFICIENCY

flow meter
• Non-clogging, low impedance air stream
• Light weight aluminum
• No moving parts
• Large easy-to-read dial
• Accurate within 2% at standard conditions
• Good repeatability
• Available in 2", 3" and 4" sizes
• Factory configured for quick installation
• .048" Allen key supplied for gauge adjustment

Measuring the correct air flow can assist you in
fine-tuning to your system’s optimal efficiency.

• BALANCE MULTI-PIPING SYSTEMS
When evacuating CFM from more than one pipe,
different run lengths or end system impedance can
cause one pipe to handle more CFM than the other.
With an accurate CFM reading, piping can be
balanced by bleeding air in/out or by creating an
extra impedance.

• DETECT CHANNELING OR PLUGGING

OPTIONS
• For 4 -20 mA outputs and digital readouts see
page G-9

For systems in which channeling or plugging can
occur, a change in the CFM measured can help
indicate the unseen changes in your system.

• High temperature version (above 140°F)
• Corrosion-resistant version with Chem-Tough™
or in stainless steel

• FDA-approved Food Tough™ surface conversion
• High pressure version (100 PSI)

Current Models
Model
Part #
FM20C030Q
550599
FM20C045Q
550600
FM20C065Q
550601
FM20C125Q
550602
FM20C175Q
550603
FM20C225Q
550604
FM30C250Q
550605
FM30C350Q
550606
FM30C475Q
550607
FM40C450Q
550608
FM40C600Q
550609
FM40C850Q
550610

Rev. 2/01
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Flow Range
(SCFM)
6-30
9-45
13-65
25-125
35-175
45-225
50-250
70-350
95-475
90-450
120-600
170-850

B
Threads

C
Length

D
Width

E

F

2.0"

3.75"

7.0"
2" - 11.5 NPSC

7.18"
5.6"

3" - 8 NPSC

7.52"

7.4"

2.5"

4.43"

4" - 8 NPSC

8.00"

7.7"

2.7"

5.43"

Blower Model Reference Key
A = SPIRAL
B = DR/EN/CP 068, 083, 101, 202
C = DR/EN/CP 303, 312, 313, 353
D = DR/EN/CP 404, 454, 513, 505, 555, 523

E = DR/EN/CP 656, 6, 623, S7
F = DR/EN/CP 707, 808, 858, S9, P9 (Inlet Only)
G = DR/EN/CP 823, S13, P13 (Inlet Only)
H = DR/EN/CP 909, 979, 1223, 14, S15, P15 (Inlet Only)

Measurement
Accessories

TYPICAL FLOW METER ARRANGEMENT

TYPICAL GAUGE FACE

HIGH TEMPERATURE/ PRESSURE
CORRECTION

HOW IT WORKS

SCFM1
SCFM2 =

√( ) (
14.7
Pf2

x

530

)

Tf2 + 460

Pf2 = Absolute Pressure in PSIA
Tf2 = Temperature in °F

• Use on inlet to limit need to correct for high pressure
or elevated outlet temperature
• Standard model limits = 140°F and 30 PSIG

Rotron’s flow meter is a venturi style design. After
air enters the inlet, the pressure is measured in the
T1 tap. The second tap, T2, measures the pressure at
the throat. The differential between T1 and T2 registers
across a special calibrated CFM gauge to provide
accurate readings. The throat is then expanded back
to the original size to keep pressure loss to under
2-4 IWG.
Rev. 2/01
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Pipe Marker, Vacuum, Grn, 2-1/2 to 7-7/8
In
Pipe Marker, Legend Vacuum, Legend Color White,
Background Color Green, Fits Pipe O.D. 2-1/2 to 77/8 In., Height 2-1/4 In., Width 14 In., 1 Markers per
Card, Material Pressure Sensitive Vinyl, Marker
Attachment Style Self-Adhesive, Standards ASME
(ANSI) A13.1
Grainger Item #

6M602

Price (ea.)

$2.78

Brand
Mfr. Model #

BRADY
7292-1

Ship Qty.

1

Sell Qty. (Will-Call)

1

Ship Weight (lbs.)

0.01

Availability

Typically in Stock

Catalog Page No.

2930

Price shown may not reflect your price. Log in or register.

Additional Info
Self-Sticking Vinyl Pipe Markers
Meet ANSI A13.1 standards when used with directional flow arrow tape, sold separately
below. Made of durable indoor/outdoor vinyl.

Tech Specs
Item: Pipe Marker
Legend: Vacuum
Legend Color: White
Background Color: Green
Fits Pipe O.D.: 2-1/2 to 7-7/8"
Height: 2-1/4"

Optional Accessories
Banding Tape, Green, 2 In. W, 90 ft.
L
Item #: 4T140
Brand: BRADY
Usually Ships: Typically in Stock
Price (ea): $47.40

Width: 14"
Markers per Card: 1

Arrow Tape, White/Green, 1 In. W

Material: Pressure Sensitive Vinyl
Marker Attachment Style: Self-Adhesive
Standards: ASME (ANSI) A13.1

Notes & Restrictions
There are currently no notes or restrictions for
this item.

MSDS
This item does not require a Material Safety Data
Sheet (MSDS).

Item #: 4T562
Brand: BRADY
Usually Ships: Typically in Stock
Price (ea): $29.95
Arrow Tape, White/Green, 2 In. W
Item #: 4T564
Brand: BRADY
Usually Ships: Typically in Stock
Price (ea): $58.25

Vent-Scrub® Vapor Phase Adsorbers

Applications
The Vent-Scrub® adsorbers have been proven to be
the simplest and most cost effective way to treat
malodorous and VOC emission problems. Sturdy steel
construction and specially formulated corrosion
resistant internal coating ensures long service life and
low maintenance. Applications for Vent-Scrub®
adsorbers include:







API separator vents
VOC control from soil vapor extraction (SVE)
systems and airstrippers
Wastewater and product storage tank vents
Process vents
Refinery and chemical plant wastewater sewer
vents
Laboratory hood exhausts

Installation, Startup and Operation
Siemens can provide a total service package that
includes utilizing OSHA trained personnel providing
on-site carbon changeouts, packaging and
transportation of spent carbon for recycling at our
reactivation facilities, where the contaminants are
thermally destroyed.

We provide instructions on sampling the spent carbon
and completion of our spent carbon profile form.
Spent carbon acceptance testing can be performed at
our certified laboratory.
When requested, a certificate of reactivation will be
issued.

Benefits and Design Features
 Durable, carbon steel construction.
 Abrasion and corrosion resistant baked epoxy
lining; urethane exterior finish (Vent-Scrub®
1000, 2000, 3000, 8000 adsorbers).
 Ready-to-use systems: simple installation and
operation.
 Applications to 3750 SCFM.
 The Vent-Scrub® 1000, 2000, 3000 and
8000 adsorbers have forklift channels for
easy handling.
 The Vent-Scrub® 200, 400, 1000 and 2000
adsorbers are UN/DOT approved
transportation containers for RCRA hazardous
spent carbon.
 Hose kit and pipe manifold options are
available to simplify installation and
operation.
Piping Manifold (Optional)
 2”/3” sch 80 PVC piping and valves (optional
carbon steel and stainless steel piping).
 Series or parallel operation.
 Sampling ports and pressure gauges.
 Flexible hoses with Kamlock fittings allow
easy installation and removal during service
exchange operations (Vent-Scrub® 200, 400,
1000 and 2000 adsorbers).

Water Technologies

Specification
Vent-Scrub® Adsorber Model No.

200

400

1000/2000

3000

8000

Dimensions, diameter x overall height

22” x 34”

32” x 43”

48” x 59”/48” x 95”

60” x 112”

96” x 131”

Inlet Connection

2” FNPT

4” FNPT

4” FNPT

10” Flange

16” Flange

Outlet Connection

2” MPT

4” FNPT

4” FNPT

10” Flange

16” Flange

Manway
Internal Distribution(1)
Interior Coating
Exterior Coating
Carbon Fill Volume (Cu.ft.)
Cross Sectional Area (sq.ft.)
Approx. Carbon Weight (lbs)
Empty Vessel Weight (lbs)
Flow, CFM (max.)
Pressure, psig (max.)
Temperature, deg. F (max)(4)
Vacuum, in. Hg (max.)

Top
PVC
Epoxy
Enamel
6.8
2.8
200
50
100
3
140
N/A

Top
PVC
Epoxy
Enamel
14
4.9
400
80
300
3
140
N/A

18” Top
PVC
Epoxy
Epoxy/Urethane
34/68
12.3
1000/2000
890/1190
500
14.9
140
12/12(2)

16” Top
FRP/PPL
Epoxy
Epoxy/Urethane
107
19.6
3000
2500
1500
5
140
6(3)

20” Top/Side
FRP/PPL
Epoxy
Epoxy/Urethane
273
50.2
8000
5500
3750
5
140
12(3)

1Carbon

steel and stainless steel internals are also available.
vacuum greater than 12 in. Hg on Vent-Scrub® 2000 Adsorber, contact your Siemens representative.
3For vacuum service on Vent-Scrub® 3000 and 8000 Adsorber, contact your Siemens representative.
4For higher temperatures, stainless and carbon steel internals are available.
For detailed dimensional information or drawings, contact your local Siemens sales representative.
2For

Warning
The adsorption of organic compounds onto activated
carbon generates heat. In rare instances, adsorbed
compounds may also react on the carbon surface to
generate additional heat. If these heat sources are not
properly dissipated, the carbon bed temperature may rise
to the point where the carbon can ignite, leading to a fire
or other hazardous condition. A description of industryaccepted engineering practices to assure the dissipation
of heat and safe operation of the carbon bed can be
provided upon request. In certain applications where the
risk of ignition is significant, activated carbon may not be
a recommended treatment technology. Please contact
your Technical Sales Representative for more details.
Wet activated carbon readily adsorbs atmospheric
oxygen. Dangerously low oxygen levels may exist in
closed vessels or poorly ventilated storage areas.
Workers should follow all applicable state and federal
safety guidelines for entering oxygen depleted areas.

Vent-Scrub® Series Adsorber Pressure Drop (4mm Pellet)

Vent-Scrub® Series Adsorber Pressure Drop (4 x 8 GAC)

Vent-Scrub® Series Adsorber Pressure Drop (4 x 8 GAC)
Vent-Scrub® Series Adsorber Pressure Drop (4mm Pellet)

All information presented herein is believed reliable and
in accordance with accepted engineering practices.
Siemens makes no warranties as to the completeness of
this information. Users are responsible for evaluating
individual product suitability for specific applications.
Siemens assumes no liability whatsoever for any special,
indirect or consequential damages arising from the sale,
resale or misuse of its products.

Siemens
Water Technologies
2430 Rose Place
Roseville, MN 55113
800.525.0658 phone

© 2009 Siemens Water Technologies Corp.
WS-VSCdr-DS-0509
Subject to change without prior notice.

Vent-Scrub is a trademark of Siemens,its subsidiaries or affiliates
The information provided in this literature contains merely general
descriptions or characteristics of performance which in actual case
of use do not always apply as described or which may change as a
result of further development of the products. An obligation to
provide the respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly
agreed in the terms of the contract.

www.siemens.com/water

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SECTION 01010 – SUMMARY OF THE WORK
SECTION 01620 – STORAGE AND PROTECTION OF MATERIALS
SECTION 01650 – FIELD TESTING AND STARTUP
SECTION 05503 – ANCHOR BOLTS, EXPANSION ANCHORS, AND
CONCRETE INSERTS
SECTION 13825 – SPECIAL EQUIPMENT: BLOWER, HEAT EXCHANGER,
AND MOISTURE SEPARATOR
SECTION 15050 – PIPING
SECTION 15060 – PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS
SECTION 15100 – VALVES

TETRA TECH • LOCKHEED MARTIN MIDDLE RIVER COMPLEX ▪ BUILDING A
100% DESIGN, SUB-SLAB DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM SECOND-PHASE EXPANSION

SECTION 01010 – SUMMARY OF THE WORK
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

PROJECT/WORK IDENTIFICATION
A.

General: Project name is Sub-Slab Depressurization (SSD) System
Second-Phase Expansion, Building A, Lockheed Martin Middle River
Complex, Middle River, Maryland.

B.

Summary of Work by Reference: The work of the Contract includes, but is
not necessarily limited to, the following Contract Documents:
1.

Contractual Legal Requirements

2.

Drawings as listed in the Schedule of Drawings

3.

Technical Specification – Section 01010 – Summary of the Work

C.

Addenda and Modifications: The work of the Contract also includes addenda
and modifications to the Contract Documents issued subsequent to the initial
printing of the Contract Documents and include, but are not necessarily
limited to, printed matter referenced by any of these.

D.

Abbreviated Written Summary: Briefly, and without force and effect upon
Contract Documents, and including, but not necessarily limited to, printed
matter referenced by any of the following.
1.

The project is generally described as construction of a second-phase
expansion to an existing SSD System. The work includes:
i.

Installing five sub-slab soil vapor extraction points (completed
by others)

ii.

Installing eight vapor monitoring points (completed by others)

iii.

Installing header piping from the loading dock to the extraction
points

iv.

Installing piping to connect the extraction points to the header
piping

v.

Installing the new blower skid at the current blower skid
location and removing the old skid

vi.

Hard-wiring the existing indoor air filters in the Building A
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basement to the facility’s emergency power system
vii.

1.2

Pilot-testing and startup testing of the expanded system

2.

The CONTRACTOR will connect the 2-inch diameter Schedule 40
PVC pipe from each new extraction point to a new 6-inch diameter
Schedule 40 PVC header line, and will run the 6-inch header line to
the blower skid location to tee into the existing extraction pipe
influent line.

3.

The CONTRACTOR will remove the existing “blower skid” (blower,
moisture separator, control panel, and appurtenances) and replace it
with a new blower skid, and reconnect the influent and effluent lines
with vapor treatment units to the new blower skid.

4.

The CONTRACTOR will connect the control-panel power wire to the
same breaker box supplying power to the existing system skid.

5.

The CONTRACTOR will hard-wire the three existing indoor-air
filters (IQAir GC™ Series-GC VOC) operating in the Building A
basement to the facility’s emergency power system.

6.

After the expansion is installed, the SSD System will be rebalanced
by adjusting the throttling valves to pull approximately 25 SCFM
from the new vertical extraction points and 35 SCFM from each of
the new and existing extraction trenches/laterals. Startup of the
expanded system will include readings of induced vacuum, applied
vacuum, flow rate, and photoionization detector (PID) readings.
Moisture accumulation will be monitored during startup.

DRAWINGS

The general character and scope of the work is illustrated by the listed drawings. Any
additional detail drawings and other information deemed necessary by the ENGINEER will
be furnished to the CONTRACTOR when required by the work.
Drawing No. Drawing Title
G-1

Plan Overview, 100% Design, SSD System Second-Phase Expansion –
Building A

G-2

Piping Layout and Details, 100% Design, SSD System Second-Phase
Expansion – Building A

G-3

Process and Instrumentation Diagram, 100% Design, SSD System
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Second-Phase Expansion – Building A
PART 2 - PRODUCTS
Refer to Section 13825 – Special Equipment for vapor monitoring point and blower-skid
component specifications.
PART 3 - EXECUTION (NOT APPLICABLE)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 01620 – STORAGE AND PROTECTION OF MATERIALS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

GENERAL
A.

Store and protect materials in accordance with manufacturer's
recommendations and requirements of Specifications.

B.

The CONTRACTOR will make all arrangements and provisions necessary for
material and equipment storage. All excavated materials, construction
equipment, and materials and equipment to be incorporated into the work will
be placed so as not to injure any part of the work or existing facilities, and to
provide free access to all parts of the work at all times, and to all utility
installations in near the work. Materials and equipment will be stored neatly
and compactly in locations that will cause the least inconvenience to the
OWNER, tenants, and occupants. Storage will be arranged in a manner to
provide easy access for inspection.

C.

Areas available on the construction site for material and equipment storage
will be approved by the ENGINEER and OWNER. Storage areas will be
located within the property at locations designated by the OWNER during the
pre-construction meeting.

D.

Materials and equipment that will become the property of the OWNER will be
stored to facilitate their inspection and ensure preservation for work quality
and fitness, including proper prevention against damage by freezing and
moisture. They will be placed inside storage areas unless otherwise acceptable
to the OWNER.

E.

Lawns, grass plots, or other private property will not be used for storage
purposes without written permission of the OWNER.

F.

The CONTRACTOR will be fully responsible for loss or damage to stored
materials and equipment.

G.

Do not open "manufacturers" containers until installation begins, unless
recommended by the manufacturer or otherwise specified.

H.

Do not store products in the structures being constructed, unless approved in
writing by the ENGINEER.
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1.2

UNCOVERED STORAGE
A.

The following types of materials may be stored out-of-doors without cover:
1. Bedding/backfill materials
2. Reinforcing steel
3. Piping
4. Precast concrete items
5. Castings

B.
1.3

COVERED STORAGE
A.

1.4

1.5

Store the above materials (excluding bedding/backfill materials) on wood
blocking to prevent contact with the ground.

The following types of materials may be stored out-of-doors if covered with
material impervious to water and ultra-violet light:
1.

Granular activated carbon and potassium permanganate media

2.

Hose and fittings

B.

Tie down covers with rope and slope to prevent accumulation of water on
covers. Maintain covers to provide continuous protection from damage.

C.

Store materials on wood blocking.

FULLY PROTECTED STORAGE
A.

Store all products not named above in temporary buildings or trailers that have
a concrete or wooden floor, a roof, and fully closed walls on all sides.

B.

Provide heated storage space for materials that would be damaged by freezing.

C.

Protect mechanical and electrical equipment from being contaminated by dust,
dirt, and moisture.

MAINTENANCE OF STORAGE
Maintain periodic system of inspection of sorted products on scheduled basis to
ensure that:
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1.6

1.7

A.

State of storage facilities is adequate to provide required conditions.

B.

Required environmental conditions are maintained on continuing basis.

C.

Products exposed to elements are not adversely affected.

PROTECTION AFTER INSTALLATION
A.

Provide protection of installed products to prevent damage from subsequent
operations. Remove when no longer needed, before work is complete.

B.

Communicate with ENGINEER to coordinate with OWNER traffic control to
prevent damage to equipment, materials, and surfaces.

SECURITY
The OWNER assumes no responsibility for security of the CONTRACTOR's
materials or equipment on the property at any time.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS (NOT APPLICABLE)
PART 3 - EXECUTION (NOT APPLICABLE)
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 01650 – FIELD TESTING AND STARTUP
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

GENERAL
Summary: This section specifies the requirements for field-testing and startup
activities to verify operation of the expanded sub-slab depressurization (SSD) system.

1.2

REQUIREMENTS
A.

B.

1.2

Provide the services of qualified technicians who will provide the following
services:
1.

Assist in the installation of the equipment.

2.

Check the installation of the equipment and make all necessary
adjustments before testing begins.

3.

Perform equipment and system tests and startup procedures as
described herein and in accordance with the project’s Construction
Quality Control Plan (CQCP).

The CONTRACTOR will include sufficient time in the construction schedule
to complete all equipment and system testing, troubleshooting, corrections,
and startup activities as specified. The ENGINEER will witness and document
all field-testing and startup activities.

CHECKS AND FIELD TESTS
A.

The following operations will be conducted as a prerequisite for the field tests:
1.

Set, align, and assemble all equipment and systems in conformance
with the manufacturer’s drawings and instructions.

2.

Check equipment for proper rotation.

3.

Check motors for no-load current draw.

4.

Run the equipment and check equipment for excessive vibration and
noise.

5.

Complete the equipment checklists in the CQCP.

6.

Check all equipment, interconnections, and accessories to verify
condition and specified performance capability. Instrumentation and
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controls will be tested with the equipment to which they are connected.
B.

Field tests of equipment will prove that equipment and appurtenances are free
from defects such as overheating, overloading, and undue vibration.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS (NOT APPLICABLE)
PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

EXAMINATION AND VERIFICATION OF CONDITION
A.

3.2

The CONTRACTOR will inspect system equipment for readiness before
testing and startup. Hazardous conditions will be corrected by the
CONTRACTOR before proceeding.
1.

Testing and startup will not proceed using temporary power or
temporary instrumentation and control wiring.

2.

All electrical and control connections will be permanent and complete,
and all such electrical components and equipment fully functional.

3.

Clearly identify all energized electrical equipment during testing.

B.

The CONTRACTOR will notify the ENGINEER of any startup activities at
least 72 hours before the scheduled startup. Notification will be made during
normal working hours.

C.

All tests and startup will be performed in the presence of the ENGINEER,
who will be present for the entire duration of the test. Checklists in the CQCP
will be used.

D.

The CONTRACTOR is responsible for the performance and operation of the
equipment and systems during testing and startup.

E.

Any failures of equipment or systems operated under the direction of the
CONTRACTOR will be considered deficiencies and will be corrected.

F.

The CONTRACTOR will make all adjustments and corrections necessary to
achieve normal, stable operation of the system.

FINAL TESTING AND SYSTEM STARTUP
A.

The CONTRACTOR will test the expanded SSD system by operating all
system equipment as a unit, including all related piping, valves, electrical
controls, instrumentation, and mechanical parts.
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B.

For a successful test, the system must run trouble free for four (4) continuous
hours. The test will prove the system equipment and appurtenances are
properly installed, free from defects, and that they meet their operating
parameters as specified in the CQCP.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 05503 – ANCHOR BOLTS, EXPANSION ANCHORS AND CONCRETE
INSERTS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

1.2

DESCRIPTION
A.

Scope: Under this Section, the CONTRACTOR will furnish all labor,
materials, equipment, and incidentals required to provide anchor bolts,
expansion anchors, and concrete inserts as shown and specified.

B.

General: This section includes all bolts, anchors and inserts required for the
work but not specified under other sections. Expansion epoxy resin and
expansion anchor bolts will be permitted unless shown or specified otherwise.

C.

Related work specified elsewhere: Section 15050

D.

The types of work using the bolts, anchors, and inserts include, but are not
limited to, the following:
1.

Hangers and brackets

2.

Equipment

3.

Piping

4.

Electrical

Piping

QUALITY CONTROL
A.

B.

Reference Standards: All equipment and labor furnished under this section
will comply with Codes and Standards set forth by the following
organizations:
1. ASTM

ASTM International

2. ASME

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

3. ACI

American Concrete Institute

4. API

American Petroleum Institute

5. ANSI

American National Standards Institute

Qualifications of Manufacturers: Products used for performing the work in
this section will be produced by manufacturers who are regularly engaged in
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the manufacture and/or supply of similar items for at least five (5) years, and
have a history of successful production acceptable to the ENGINEER.
C.

1.3

Qualifications of Installers: Adequate numbers of skilled workmen who are
thoroughly trained and experienced in the specified requirements and the
methods needed for proper performance of the work of this section will be
used.

SUBMITTALS
A.

General: Submit shop drawings in accordance with General Provisions
requirement 105.04.01 for ENGINEER review.

B.

Product Data:
1. Manufacturer’s specifications and other data required to demonstrate
compliance with the specific requirements.
2. A complete bill of materials list showing all items to be furnished and
installed.

3. Complete shop drawings of all work of this section, showing dimensions
and locations of all items including supporting structures and clearance
requirements.
1.4

PRODUCT HANDLING
A.

Protection: Use all means necessary to protect materials of this section before,
during and after installation and to protect installed work and materials of all
other trades.

B.

Replacement: In the event of damage, immediately make all repairs and
replacements necessary to the approval of the ENGINEER and at no
additional cost to the OWNER.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

DESIGN CRITERIA
A.

When the size, length, or load carrying capacity of an anchor bolt, expansion
anchor, or concrete insert is not shown on the Contract Drawings, provide the
size, length and capacity required to carry the design load times a minimum
safety factor of four.
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2.2

MATERIALS
A.

General: All materials will be of the very best quality and entirely suited for
the service to which they will be subjected. All ferrous inserts and items other
than stainless steel that will be embedded in concrete will be hot-dipped
galvanized. Except where noted otherwise, all stainless steel angles, bolts and
nuts will be type 316.

B.

Anchor Bolts: Provide type 316 stainless steel bolts complying with ASTM.
Also provide type 316 stainless steel anchor bolts for all equipment. Other
AISC types may be used subject to ENGINEER’s approval.

C.

Expansion and Epoxy Resin Anchors: Expansion shield anchors and epoxy
resin (with or without capsule) anchors will be used where shown on Contract
Drawings and when permitted by the ENGINEER. Material of all anchor
components will be stainless steel, Type 316. They will be Molly Parabolts by
USM Corporation, Kwik-Bolt by Hilti Corporation, Kelken-Gold anchor
system, or equal. Literature from the manufacturer will be available for all
epoxy-resin anchors, and will include information about setting time, strength,
and installation. A minimum safety factor of four (4) will be provided for the
required working load.

D.

Anchors will not be used to resist vibratory loads in tension zones of concrete
members. Bolt supplier(s) will submit certified test data verifying that
minimum loads indicated in Tables 05503-1 and 05503-2 can be met.

E.

Power actuated fasteners and other types of bolts and fasteners not specified
herein will not be used unless approved by ENGINEER.

F.

Connection Bolts: Materials will be as specified in other sections of the
specifications or shown on the Contract Drawings. Where materials are not
specified or shown on the Contract Drawings, they will be of Type 316
stainless steel or Monel.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSTALLATION
A.

Drilling equipment used and installation of expansion anchors will be in
accordance with manufacturer’s instruction.

B.

Ensure that embedded items are protected from damage and are not filled in
with concrete.
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C.

Expansion anchors may be used for hanging or supporting pipe two inches
diameter and smaller, except for use in new concrete construction (see F
below). Expansion anchors will not be used for larger pipe unless so shown or
approved by the ENGINEER.

D.

Use concrete inserts for pipe hangers and supports for the pipe size and
loading recommended by the insert manufacturer.

E.

All inserts, anchor bolts and other miscellaneous metalwork that will be
embedded in concrete: concrete will be properly set and the metalwork
securely held in position in the forms before the concrete is place, as specified
and shown on the Contract Drawings or required for the proper completion of
the work.

F.

In new concrete construction, expansion anchors and epoxy grouted anchors
may be used for hanging or supporting pipe 4 inches diameter and smaller.
Expansion anchors and epoxy-grouted anchors will not be used for larger pipe
in new concrete construction unless otherwise shown or approved by the
ENGINEER.

G.

Expansion anchors and epoxy-grouted anchors are also permitted in
equipment support pads and at other installations where described on the
Contract Drawings, or as approved by the ENGINEER.

H.

Expansion bolts will NOT be permitted in lieu of anchor bolts to support
piping larger than 4 inches in diameter, except where piping, ductwork,
conduit, etc., is of lightweight material, or except where specifically permitted
by the ENGINEER.

I.

Epoxy shield anchors and epoxy resin (with or without capsule) anchors will
be field tested to simulate actual installed conditions to determine their
suitability for the intended application. The CONTRACTOR will be
responsible for having any epoxy-based anchoring system tested as specified
hereafter. Strength testing will be performed at 100% of the minimum pullout
loadings for the specific-sized anchor bolt listed in this section of the
specifications.

J.

If the ENGINEER determines that testing the complete anchoring system (i.e.,
bolt, epoxy, concrete, etc.) reveals unsatisfactory strength (in a representative
number of tests, as determined by the ENGINEER), the CONTRACTOR will
be required to perform a full-scale “pullout” testing program. The objective of
this program will ascertain the cause of the unsatisfactory strength test results,
and verify that the anchoring system does not comply with the specified
working strength requirements (including factor of safety). “Pullout” testing
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(to failure) will be performed on a random selection of one (1) bolt per ten
(10) anchors, or as otherwise determined by the ENGINEER.

3.2

K.

Testing will be conducted by a testing agency other than the anchor
manufacturer and will be certified by a professional engineer with full
description and details of the testing program, procedures, results and
conclusions. All testing will conform to the requirements of ASTM E488.
Results of the testing program will be provided to the ENGINEER.

L.

Where depths of embedment and anchor bolt sizes are not shown or specified,
the minimum values listed in the following tables will be maintained.

M.

Anchors will be installed in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations.
Power driven “pin” or “stud” type fasteners will not be permitted.

CLEANING

Remove protection and clean bolts and inserts after embedding concrete is placed.

Bolt Dia.
(in.)

TABLE 05503-1: EXPANSION SHIELD ANCHOR
Allowable Work Load (lb) Embedment Installation
Min.
(in.)
Torque
Spacing
Tension
Shear
(ft-lb)
(in.)

Min.
Edge
Distance
(in.)

¼

320

560

3¾

7

4

3⅜

⅜

430

880

4¼

30

5

4⅞

½

850

1810

6

75

7

6¾

⅝

1250

2800

7

110

8

8¼

¾

1550

2880

8

200

9½

9¾

1

3120

6080

9

450

12

13 ½
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Bolt Dia.
(in.)

TABLE 05503-2: EPOXY RESIN ANCHORS
Allowable Work Load (lb) Embedment Min. Spacing
(in.)
(in.)
Tension
Shear

Min. Edge
Distance (in.)

⅜

1560

1070

3½

3½

5¼

½

2660

2090

4¼

4¼

6⅜

⅝

4120

3000

5

5

7½

¾

5750

4800

6⅝

6⅝

10

⅞

6770

9240

7

6⅝

10

1

9640

7630

8¼

8¼

12 ⅜

1¼

19380

13070

12

12

18

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 13825 – SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY

This section specifies the requirements for special equipment.
PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

VAPOR MONITORING POINTS

Each vapor monitoring point will be a stainless steel Vapor Pin™ by Cox-Colvin and
Associates, Inc. with silicone sleeve, protective cap, and secure cover. A total of eight vapor
pins will be installed.
2.2

BLOWER
A.

B.

The blower will be a Rotron® regenerative blower model R909BB72Wwith
10 horsepower motor by Ametek Technical & Industrial Products and will be
rated for 300standard cubic feet per minute (SCFM) at 75 inches of water
column:
1.

Voltage: 230/460 AC

2.

Phase: 3 Phase, 60 hz

3.

Max. Operating Temperature: 140ºC

The blower will be provided with the following fittings and valves:
1.

3-inch diameter Solberg inline filter

2.

3-inch diameter universal dilution valve

3.

2½-inch diameter Apollo butterfly valve

4.

2-inch diameter Fisher vacuum relief valve

5.

Ametek flow meter part number 550606
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C.

6.

Vacuum gauges with isolation valves

7.

Pressure gauges with isolation valves

8.

Temperature gauges

The blower will be provided with the following 460v, 3-phase control panel
mounted and wired:
1. 30-inch×24-inch×8-inch National Electrical Manufacturers
Association (NEMA)-4 enclosure with control panel
2. Main non-fused disconnect with thru-door operator
3. 10 horsepower 460v blower starter with fusing
4. One (1) horsepower 460v heat exchanger (HEX) starter with
fusing
5. HEX to run when blower runs
6. Hand-Off-Auto (H-O-A) selector switch for blower and HEX
7. One (1) green run light for blower and heat exchanger
8. Six (6) red fault indicating lights for:
a. high level (normally closed)
b. high temperature (normally closed) (2)
c. high pressure (normally closed)
d. low vacuum(normally closed)
e. spare
9. Alarm condition reset button
10. 250va control transformer with fused primary and secondary
11. Eight-channel auto-dialer: Sensaphone® 800 Monitoring System,
part number FGD-0800
12. Terminal blocks for remote connections

2.3

HEAT EXCHANGER
The heat exchanger will be model AA-400 by Xchanger Industrial Heat Exchangers
rated for 400 SCFM:
A.

Design temperature: 200ºF

B.

Temperature in: 180ºF
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2.4

C.

Temperature out: 110ºF

D.

Connections (inlet and outlet): 4-inch diameter

MOISTURE SEPARATOR
A.

2.5

The moisture separator will be model GX-100DL by Gasho, Inc.:
1.
Diameter: 27 inches
2.

Height: 75 inches

3.

Integral demister/inline filter rated for 99.5% entrained water
removal

4.

Connections (inlet and discharge): 4-inch diameter

5.

Liquid capacity: 40 gallons

6.

Nominal flow rate: 400 SCFM

7.

Level switch

8.

Heat traced and insulated

SWITCHES
A.

Two NEMA 4 temperature switches, Ashcroft part number T424-T050303 or
approved equal.

B.

One NEMA 4 pressure switch, Dwyer part number 1950-P or approved equal.

C.

One NEMA 4 low vacuum switch, Dwyer part number 1950P-5-2F or
approved equal.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSTALLATION

The CONTRACTOR will install all equipment specified in accordance with each
manufacturer’s recommendations. The blower, heat exchanger and associated control panel,
piping, valves, and switches will be provided on a prefabricated skid by Gasho, Inc.
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3.2

TESTING

The CONTRACTOR will demonstrate in the presence of ENGINEER’S authorized
representative that all equipment and controls specified herein function in accordance with
their intended purpose and ranges.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 15050 – PIPING
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

DESCRIPTION
A.

Scope: This section covers the furnishing, installation and testing for all
piping, fittings, jointing materials, blocking and all other necessary
appurtenances as shown on the Contract Drawings and as specified herein to
be furnished and installed by the CONTRACTOR, except where specific
requirements are given in other sections.

B.

General:
1.

The Contract Drawings indicate the required pipe sizes and general
arrangement of all piping and equipment. Exact locations will be
verified by the CONTRACTOR in the field. The CONTRACTOR will
obtain the approval of the ENGINEER before changing the locations
of any work due to field conditions. All minor changes approved by
the ENGINEER will be made at no additional cost to the OWNER.
Under no circumstances will pipe sizes indicated on the drawings be
changed without the written approval of the ENGINEER.

2.

The CONTRACTOR will determine and be responsible for the proper
locations and character of all inserts for hangers, chases, sleeves and
other openings in the construction required for the piping work, and
will obtain this information well in advance of the construction
progress so as not to delay the work. Final locations of all built-in
items will be coordinated with work of other trades to prevent
interferences.

3.

All installed piping will form completely connected systems including
connections to valves and equipment specified in other sections of the
specifications. No work will be installed until complete shop drawings
of such equipment have been approved by the ENGINEER.

4.

All vapor extraction piping will be labeled with “vacuum”
self-sticking vinyl pipe markers.
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1.2

SUBMITTALS
The CONTRACTOR will prepare and submit to the ENGINEER, for review and
approval, certificates of compliance on materials furnished and manufacturers’
brochures containing complete information and instructions pertaining to the storage,
handling, installation, maintenance, and repair of each type of pipe and pipe fitting
being furnished. A complete bill of materials, properly referenced, will be included.
The bill of materials will show the quantity, size, manufacturer, specifications, etc. of
all pipe, fittings, jointing materials, accessories, etc. covered under this section of the
specifications.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

GENERAL
All pipe will be produced in a plant of recognized reputation and regularly engaged in
the production of pipe, conforming to the specified standards.

2.2

PIPE MATERIAL
A.

PVC Pipe and Fittings:
1.

Pipe: PVC pipe will meet industry standards ASTM
D1784/D1785 and ANSI/AWWA C900. PVC pipe will be
Schedule 40 unless as otherwise shown on the Contract
Drawings.

2.

Joints: PVC pipe joints will be solvent welded.

3.

Saddle Fittings: Saddle fittings will be Schedule 40 clamp-on
saddle x socket, single outlet type, and conform to ASTM
D2564. Saddle fittings will be used for tie-ins to the existing
header pipe.

4.

Fittings: All pipe fittings will be Schedule 40 socket type and
conform to ASTM D2467, except for transition or special
couplers as noted on the Contract Drawings.

5.

Connection Materials: PVC primers conforming to ASTM
F656 and PVC solvent cement conforming to ASTM D2564
will be used for socket type connections.

6.

PVC Pipe Storage: PVC pipe will be stored or stacked so that
damage due to marring, crushing, or piercing is prevented.
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Maximum stacking height will be limited to 6 feet. For storage
lasting longer than 5 days, a location will be chosen out of
direct sunlight or the piping and fittings will be covered.
B.

Steel Pipe:
Piping will be Schedule 40 in accordance with ASTM A53/A53M-12.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
A.

Installation of piping work will be complete in every respect, ensuring that
systems which will operate satisfactorily and quietly. All work will be done
by skilled workmen. All cutting, fitting repairing and finishing of concrete and
metalwork required for the work under this section will be done by craftsmen
skilled in their respective trades and at the expense of the CONTRACTOR.
Unless otherwise indicated, all material and equipment will be installed in
conformance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

B.

Proper and suitable tools and appliances for the safety and convenient
handling and installation of the pipe and fittings will be used. Care will be
taken to prevent damage to any coatings and linings on pipes and fittings. All
pieces will be carefully examined for defects and no defective pieces will be
installed. If any defective piece is discovered after it has been installed, it will
be removed and replaced with a sound one in a satisfactory manner by the
CONTRACTOR at his expense. Pipe and fittings will be thoroughly cleaned
before they are accepted in the complete work.

C.

All piping connecting to equipment will be provided with unions or
companion flanges so that piping may be readily dismantled from equipment.
Connections between ferrous and non-ferrous metals in piping systems will be
made with dielectric unions.

D.

All piping will be installed in such a manner that ensures it will be free to
expand and contract without injury to itself or its supporting structure. On all
piping, expansion joints will be installed as shown on the Contract Drawings.
Guides and anchors will be furnished and installed in an approved manner.

E.

All piping passing through walls and floors will be installed in pipe sleeves or
wall castings.

F.

Installation of Flanged Piping: All joints in flanged piping will be brought to
exact alignment and all gaskets and bolts or studs will be uniformly tightened
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around the joints. Where stud bolts are used, the bolts will be uniformly
centered in the connections and equal pressure applied to each nut on the
studs.
G.

3.2

Installation of Threaded Piping: All threaded joints will have long taper thread
that will be made tight with oil and graphite paste applied to external threads
only. All pipe 1-1/2 inches and smaller will be reamed to remove scale and
dirt. Wrenches on valves and fittings will be applied directly over the joint
tightened.

TESTING OF PIPING SYSTEMS
A.

All piping systems installed under this section will be tested in the manner
specified herein and in the presence of the ENGINEER. No piping will be
concealed until it has been tested to the satisfaction of the ENGINEER.
Testing media will be furnished and disposed of by the CONTRACTOR, and
all materials, labor and equipment required for the testing procedures will be
at his expense. Any leaks or defective piping disclosed by the test will be
replaced or repaired, and the test repeated until all piping proves tight. No
caulking of defective piping or joints will be permitted.

B.

The CONTRACTOR will furnish, install, and remove temporary flanges,
plugs, or bulkheads whenever necessary to complete the required pressure
tests.

C.

Pipe system tightness will be tested at approximately sixty (60) inches of
water vacuum. The vacuum will be held for one hour with a maximum
0.5-inch drop. Any leaks will be located and repaired.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 15060 – PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SECTION INCLUDES
This section covers the CONTRACTOR requirements for furnishing and installing all
piping support material and hangers.

1.2

RELATED SECTIONS
Section 15050 Piping
Section 15050 Anchor Bolts, Expansion Anchors and Concrete Inserts

1.2

REFERENCES
A.

ASTM International (ASTM): ASTM A36/A36M-94Carbon Structural Steel.

B.

American Welding Society (AWS):
1.

AWS A5.1-91

Carbon Steel Electrodes for Shielded
Metal Arc Welding.

2.
C.
1.4

AWS D1.1-94

Structural Welding Code-Steel.

Manufacturers Standardization Society (MSS): MSS SP-89-91
Hangers and Supports - Fabrication and Installation Practices.

Pipe

QUALITY CONTROL
A.

All pipe supports and auxiliary steel will be of bolted or welded construction
complying with MSS SP-89. Welded construction will comply with AWS
D1.1.

B.

Examination: The CONTRACTOR will perform all quality control visual
examinations of materials upon delivery to work site.
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1.5

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Storage and Handling:
1.

Piping support materials and piping hanger systems will be stored off
the ground and handled with care so that physical damage to the
materials does not occur.

2.

Care will be taken when storing and handling all piping support
materials and pipe hanger systems, so that corrosion or contamination
by grease, moisture, or other foreign matter does not occur.

3.

Welding rods and electrodes will be stored, handled, and identified at
all times to ensure the use of the proper welding rod.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

MANUFACTURER
A.

2.2

1.

Bergen-Power Pipe Supports, Inc., phone 610-363-3500, fax
610-363-3979.

2.

PHS Industries, Inc., phone 504-431-7722, fax 504-431-7900.

MATERIALS

A.
2.3

Provided equipment will be as manufactured by one of the following, or
approved equal:

ASTM A36 steel will be used for all plate and structural shape support
components.

FABRICATION
Shop Assembly: Any parts made in the supplier's shop will be completely shop
assembled, as far as practical, before they are shipped to the site.

2.4

LABELING
Product Marking: All welding rods and electrodes will be identified with at least one
imprint per rod showing an AWS classification number in accordance with AWS
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A5.1. In addition, welding rods 1/8-inch diameter and over will be marked or stamped
with positive identification marks at intervals of not more than 18 inches. Such marks
will be clearly distinguishable and will include the classification number of the
welding rod and the trade designation of the manufacturer. Filler metal requirements
will conform to AWS A5.1.
PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

PRODUCTS/EQUIPMENT
Product Shipping Requirement: The CONTRACTOR will be responsible for the
delivery of all job-related materials and/or equipment to the job site. All furnished
materials and equipment will be delivered clean, undamaged, and in good condition.

3.2

3.3

PREPARATION
A.

Protection: All welding/fabricating activities will be protected from inclement
weather at all times.

B.

Primer and Finish Application: All structural steel pipe-support material
systems will be prime-coated after fabrication. The items that are painted as
standard by the manufacturer do not require prime coating.

INSTALLATION
Hangers and support components will be installed in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommended installation procedures.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 15100 – VALVES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

DESCRIPTION
A.

Work Included:

The CONTRACTOR will provide all labor, equipment and materials necessary to
furnish, install, and test all valves required to complete piping systems as shown on
the Contract Drawings and specified both in this Section.

1.2

B.

Related Work Described Elsewhere:

1.

Section 15050

Piping

QUALITY CONTROL
Standards:

1.3

A.

Comply with AWWA, ANSI, ASTM, NFPA, NEC and all other applicable
federal, state and municipal codes and regulations including revisions as of
date of Contract.

B.

Qualifications of Manufacturers: Products used in the work of this section will
be produced by manufacturers regularly engaged in the manufacture of similar
items and with a history of successful production acceptable to the
ENGINEER.

SUBMITTALS
Product Data:

1.4

A.

Manufacturer’s specification and other data required to demonstrate
compliance with the specific requirements. Such submittals will include
certified records of physical, chemical, and other pertinent tests and/or
certified statements from the manufacturer that the materials have been
manufactured and tested in conformity with the specifications.

B.

A completed materials list showing all items to be furnished and installed.

PRODUCT HANDLING
A.

Protection: Use all means necessary to protect materials of this section before,
during, and after installation and to protect installed work and materials of all
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other trades.
B.

Replacements: If damage occurs, immediately make all repairs and
replacements necessary to the approval of the ENGINEER and at no
additional cost to the OWNER.

C.

Valve Identification:
Cast marking will appear on each valve, identifying the following:
1. Manufacturer’s name or mark
2. Size of valve (pie size)
3. Working pressure
4. Year of valve manufacture
5. Flow direction arrow (required for swing check valves, rate of flow
valves, plug valves, pressure-reducing valves and pressure relief valves
only)

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

GENERAL
A.

B.
2.2

Design:
1.

Where used, the names of manufacturers and specific catalog numbers
are given only as an indication of the quality of the materials and
workmanship to be used. Equal products by other manufacturers
approved by the ENGINEER will be acceptable.

2.

For uniformity, all valves of a particular type will be furnished by one
manufacturer.

End Connections: All valve end connections will match the piping to which
they will be installed, as described in Section 15050, Piping.
THROTTLING DIAPHRAGM VALVES

A.

Diaphragm valves will be PVC body, manual operation, 2-inch diameter;
PTFE diaphragm; by IPEX or approved equal.
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PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSPECTION
Examine the areas and conditions under which work of this section will be installed.
Correct conditions detrimental to proper and timely completion of the work. Do not
proceed until all unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.2

INSTALLATION
A.

Interior Installations: Valves installed in interior piping will be supported on
both the suction and discharge sides.

B.

Cleaning Valves: The inside of all valves will be cleaned by brushing and by
thoroughly blowing out with air to remove slag, dirt and other sediment, as
well as other foreign materials, before being installed. During installation,
sufficient care will be exercised to prevent foreign matter from entering the
valves.

C.

Handling of Valves:
1.
Proper and suitable tools and appliances for the safe and convenient
handling and laying of all valves will be used. Care will be taken to prevent
the valve coating from being damaged, particularly on the inside of the pipes
and fitting and any damage will be remedied as directed. No defective valves
will be installed. If any defective valve is discovered after it is installed, it will
be removed and replaced with a sound valve in a satisfactory manner by the
CONTRACTOR at his own expense.
2.
All valves will be laid to proper line and grade. Open ends of valves
will be kept plugged with a bulkhead during construction.

3.3

FIELD TESTING
A.

Valves will be field-tested as an integral part of the pipeline. Pipe lines
including valves will be tested as described in Section 15050, Piping.
END OF SECTION
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APPENDIX D—PRESSURE-LOSS CALCULATIONS

TETRA TECH • LOCKHEED MARTIN MIDDLE RIVER COMPLEX ▪ BUILDING A
100% DESIGN, SUB-SLAB DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM SECOND-PHASE EXPANSION

SYSTEM-COMPONENT HEAD LOSS
Building A Sub-Slab Depressurization System Second-Phase Expansion
Lockheed Martin Corporation, Middle River Complex

System flow: 265 standard cubic feet per minute (SCFM)
Vacuum-side loss for system components
Component

Loss (inches water column)

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe

<4

Pipe at blower

<2

Moisture separator

<1

Filter

18 (worst case scenario)

Miscellaneous
Total

<3
<28

Pressure-side loss for system components
Component

Loss (inches water column)

PVC pipe

<8

Pipe at blower

<2

Heat exchanger (if needed)

<5

Flow meter

<4

Granular-activated carbon (2)

<15

Miscellaneous
Total

<3
<37

TETRA TECH • LOCKHEED MARTIN MIDDLE RIVER COMPLEX ▪ BUILDING A
100% DESIGN, SUB-SLAB DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM SECOND-PHASE EXPANSION

APPENDIX E—MDE COMMUNICATION

TETRA TECH • LOCKHEED MARTIN MIDDLE RIVER COMPLEX ▪ BUILDING A
100% DESIGN, SUB-SLAB DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM SECOND-PHASE EXPANSION

Chang, Belssi
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nolan Penney -MDE- <nolan.penney@maryland.gov>
Tuesday, September 22, 2015 5:42 AM
Chang, Belssi
Re: Air Permit for Sub-Slab Depressurization System

At an extraction rate of 1 lb per day, that would still qualify for deminimus exemption under COMAR
26.11.02.10X. No permit will be needed.
On Mon, Sep 21, 2015 at 3:44 PM, Chang, Belssi <Belssi.Chang@tetratech.com> wrote:
Hello Nolan,

We are currently operating a sub-slab depressurization system at a site in Baltimore, MD which extracts less
than 0.5 pounds of VOCs per day and uses two 400-pound granular-activated carbon drums in series to treat
the extracted soil-vapors prior to discharge to the atmosphere. At the time that system was installed in 2008, I
spoke with David Mummert at the MDE who confirmed that a permit was not required to construct and operate
the system based on the low emission rates. We are planning to expand the system with additional extraction
points and expect the total combined VOC mass extraction rate will be less than 1 pound per day. Would you
let me know if a permit is required for the system expansion? Let me know if you require additional
information.

Thank you,

Belssi Chang Lee | Senior Engineer | Project Manager
Office: 410.990.4607 | Fax: 410.990.4749
belssi.chang@tetratech.com

Tetra Tech | Complex World, Clear Solutions™
51 Franklin Street, Suite 400, Annapolis, MD 21401 | tetratech.com
This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or inside information. Any distribution or use of this
communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended
recipient, please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.
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APPENDIX F—FMEA DOCUMENTATION

TETRA TECH • LOCKHEED MARTIN MIDDLE RIVER COMPLEX ▪ BUILDING A
100% DESIGN, SUB-SLAB DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM SECOND-PHASE EXPANSION

Charter Summary For: MRC Building A SSDS Trench Expansion Phase II 2015
Goal Statement:

• Evaluate and remove any potential failures modes without appropriate controls

SIA Date: 12/08/2015

for the installation of new vapor extraction and monitoring points, new
treatment skid and connection piping to the existing Building A sub slab
depressurization system that once installed could impact existing plant
operations, and could cause an inadvertent system failure, contaminant release,
damage to equipment, and/or injuries to individuals.

SIA Type: Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis

Objectives/Deliverables:

Sponsors: Chris Kline

• Examine the new expanded system and system modifications for any single
and/or multiple point failures which could cause an inadvertent system failure,
release of VOC contaminated vapors, damage to equipment, and/or injuries to
individuals. If any are found, suggest design changes or devices to “fail safe” the
installed system.
•Deliverable: List of single and/or multiple point failures.
•Deliverable: List of design changes and action plan to preclude these failure
modes.

Champion: Kevin Pearson

Team Leader: Tom Blackman
LM21 Facilitator:
Lynnette Drake/ Jeff Thomas

Team Members:

Mistake Proofing Scope Information:

Process Start: Installation and operation of the new SSDS extraction trench and
ongoing SSDS system operations
Process End: Delivery of extracted vapors to the new Building A SSDS for carbon
treatment
Process Elements: PFD, PID, I&C, Electrical, Mechanical, Structural
Triggers: 60% design completion, initiation of installation, startup of new trench
into the existing system
LM21 Tools: Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, Brainstorming

Scotty Arrington, Lockheed Martin
Cannon Silver, CDM Smith
Charlie Jutras, CDM Smith
Jack Hoar, CDM Smith
Peter Rich, Tetra Tech
Dawn Monico, Tetra Tech
Mike Martin, Tetra Tech

LM21 Operating Excellence
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Agenda – December 8, 2015
 Charter Review / Kickoff – Tom Blackman (if available)
 FMEA Process – Lynnette Drake/Jeff Thomas
 Review Previous FMEAs; some relevant failure modes are
in today’s matrix
 Kick-off FMEA
 Define potential failures
 Recommended actions

 Event schedule – 8:30 am-5:00 pm ET, virtual conference
LM21 Operating Excellence
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SSDS Performance Requirements

 MDE guidelines for indoor air concentrations (derived from U.S. EPA)
 NO release of untreated VOCs or condensate water to the environment or
building
 24/7 operation
 Timely notification of system failure and/or system shutdown to Tetra Tech
operators and then to CDM Smith and LMC
 Availability for purchase, spare parts for rapid repairs
 Maintaining the design vacuum at the vapor monitoring points


With rare exceptions due to periodic subsurface moisture or heterogeneity
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Property Owner/ Tenant Requirements

 Design:
 Locations have been selected in coordination with the Plant
 Allows for limited impact to occupied spaces for OMM.
 Limit intrusiveness of the system. (Physical, Visual and Noise)

 Extraction and Monitoring Points have already been installed; new
treatment skid and piping installation remains

 Operation:
 Hours of Operation: 24/7

LM21 Operating Excellence
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Definitions of Significant Failures















Vacuum below slab (< -0.01 inch H2O )
Release of VOCs to building air
Release of condensate to environment or building
Spill of other materials (coolant, etc) to building or Env.
System shutdown > 4 hrs (goal), 1 day maximum
Indoor air: greater than 8.8 ug/m3 industrial TCE exposure; greater than other chemical
exposure thresholds
Fire originating with the treatment system
Significant release of Carbon dust to environment
Any Reportable event
System operation with spent carbon condition (untreated VOCs to the environment)
Leak in piping system (vacuum side is less effective; pressure side is released to
building air or environment)
Tenant physically damages the system to the point that it would affect the performance
of the system (forklift driver)
Safety incident
Utility breach/damage

LM21 Operating Excellence
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One-Page Summary –
MRC Building A SSDS Phase II Expansion 2015
Problem/Opportunity...
• We are currently at the 60% design stage for
installation of the new points and treatment
skid (points already installed). Now is the
time to identify and correct potentially
significant failure modes and develop
appropriate controls to reduce the risk of
inadvertent system failure, contaminant
release, damage to equipment, or injury to
personnel.
Results/Benefits…
• The Previous SSDS FMEAs were reviewed to
understand changes identified during this
modification and identify top risks and
potential design changes that should
significantly reduce them.
• Individual failure modes were identified and
evaluated.
• Relevant RPN failures were identified and will
be corrected before final design and
installation review
• An FMEA spreadsheet was developed.

Picture of FMEA

Item / Function

S
e
v

Potential Effect(s)
of Failure

Potential Failure Mode(s)

Influent Trench

Existing Pipe could break or leak
during construction

Inadvertent discharge of untreated
water

Influent Trench

Electrical conduit pierced (480 volts) Death
(existing sytem)

Potential Cause(s)/
Mechanism(s) of Failure

P b
r
o

D
e
t

Current Design Controls

R
P
N

Recommended
Action(s)

4

Age of existing pipe
3
unknown - damage during
new pipeline installation or
park lot work

none for low leaks

5

60 consider additional
monitoring measures
during construction.

5

Excavation or drilling
could impact conduit

Access agreement with
iPark prior to any ground
distrubance and visual
inspection of area

2

50 Mark out prior to
construction (ours or
iPark's). ARCADIS
routine inspection of
construction work
and pre-construction
meetings.

5

Single wall pipe from
Pipe could leak
Influent Vault to Treatment
Bldg

Release of untreated water or
undermining of bldg foundation
(large leak)

4

joint leak differential
2
settlement due to vehicular
loads

Large leak - pressure/flow 5
detection shuts down
system. Small leak annual
pressure test.

40 consider flexible
coupling at new vault
and increase freq. of
pressure test

Air Treatment

Short circuting through media

Inadequately treated air release

4

Failure of internal
plenums or screen

2

Visual inspection during
media change. Monthly
effluent vapor samples

32

Pumping Well Vault

inproper setting of manual valves in long term capture zone not
4
the line
maintained or Too much flow result
in partially treated water to injection
wells

Operator error

4

Large error detected by
flow/pressure alarms.
Thrice daily inspection of
scada recorded flow rates.

Treatment Building

Hatch on CW 2 not secured

4

Operator error

4

Hatch is sealed and water 2
for bag filter maintance
activity is discharged to
CW 1

Influent Vault

inproper setting of manual valves in long term capture zone not
4
the line
maintained or Too much flow result
in partially treated water to injection
wells

Operator error

4

Large error detected by
flow/pressure alarms.
Thrice daily inspection of
scada recorded flow rates.

2

32

Influent Trench

Electrical conduit pierced (480 volts) Death
(NEW system)

Excavation or drilling
could impact conduit

3

iPark agreement, metallic
locating tape, new trench
concrete encased.

2

30

Contaminants could enter CW2

5

4

2

Responsibility &
Target Completion
Date

32

32

LM21 Facilitator: Lynnette Drake, Jeff Thomas
Team Members:
LMC: Tom Blackman, Scotty Arrington
CDM Smith: Charlie Jutras, Jack Hoar.
Tetra Tech: Peter Rich, Dawn Monico, Mike Martin
LM21 Operating Excellence

1 Extraction trench Intercepting a
construction
live high
voltage
electrical line

29 Filter
Effectiveness

Filters do not
restore
indoor air
quality to
required
concentration
5 Extraction Points Water
accumulation
in the sub
slab

S
e
v

Causes

P
r
o
b

Detection

D
e
t

R
P
N

Recommended
Action(s)

Loss of life
5 Concrete
disruption of
sawcutting,
operations; loss of
hand digging
life if utility is
under slab
electrical;
environmental
release

3 Subsurface survey
by Enviroscan
within 1 foot.

4

60 Coordinate with local LMCPI
electrician. Lineman gloves and
electric hazard rated boots are
required during sawcutting.
Enviroscan will deploy more
sensative antenna for shallow
depth interrogation and provide
written report. TT modified H&S
plan to include the above
comments.

Tetra Tech

insufficient
protection of air
quality

4 1. Insufficient
filter capacity
2. Increased
source

3 semiannual air
monitoring

4

48 More frequent monitoring
conducted
Pursuing source investigation in
2016

Performing
Contractor,
RTO Team,
LMC Team

Loss of flow from
extraction points

2 High
groundwater
levels (usually
10" below the
bottom of the
concrete)

4 Inspection
conducted every
two week, flow
measurement
from each
extraction point

4

32 Tetra Tech will install the system Tetra Tech
expansion and operate to see if
problem occurs fequently.
Periodic inspection based on
vacuum flow.

22 Moisture
Separator

Drain Valve
on Moisture
Separator left
open

potential to
release
contaminated air
and water to
environment

4 Operator error 2 Every two week
4
or MRAS
inspection
employee
(potential to see
tampering
leaking water is
more likely than to
hear the air
release)

32 Added as checklist item for
verification of completion. No
further action.

32 Moisture
Separator

Level Switch
High fails to
indicate high
water with
MS (float
switch)

Flood the blower
(amperage
overload on the
blower) Shut
system down

3 Mechanical
failure

27 No Action

3 400 pound GAC
drums (two in
series)

12/28/2015

Responsibility &
Target Completion
Date

Carbon break release to
through
environment

3 Tested quarterly to 3
ensure operation,
two week sight
glass inspection,
Blower Low
Pressure Switch

2 operator error 4 Supervisor reviews 3
not sampling
the sampling
per plan
results monthly.

Actions Taken

Tetra Tech

24 Continue to Sample monthly
Tetra Tech
(influent, midpoint, and effluent
sampling) with supervisory
review. Tetra Tech revised O&M
manual with System Extension
Revision to reflect this.

Attorney Client Privileged and Confidential

Response

New RPN

Potential Effect(s)
of Failure

New Det

Potential Failure
Mode(s)

New Sev

Item / Function

New Occ

List Nbr

24

1

4 400 pound GAC
drums (two in
series)

Inadvertent potential release
installation of to environment
spent carbon

25 Power connection Water
damage

Damage to filter

38 Temperature
Switch

Desorbs volatiles
from carbon bed
and potential
release to
release to
environment

6 400 pound GAC
drums (two in
series)

Temperature
Switch fails to
trip on high
temperature
Seal on the
rim fails

S
e
v

Causes

P
r
o
b

Detection

2 operator error 4 label drums for
shipment, post
changeout
sampling results
reviewed by
supervisor.

D
e
t

R
P
N

3

24 No further action required per
update of O&M manual

Recommended
Action(s)

3 Flooding in
2 Filter are elevated 4
basement
above floor on
above 2 inches
casters (appx 9 in.)
4 Mechanical
2 Every two week
3
failure
inspection,
quarterly test

24 No Further Action

2 Manufacturer 2 Nothing
defect (not
sealed
properly)
or Rust
5 Operator does 2 Operator acting in
not observe
accordance with
O&M Manual
the O&M Manual
procedure to
close
disconnect
switch

5

20 Inspection at time of delivery,
Tetra Tech
reject on visual. Confirm that this
procedure is clearly defined in the
O&M manual. No further action.

2

20 When filters are connected by
wire in conduit, each will have a
disconnect switch and lock
out/tag out requirements. Will
be added to O&M manual.

Power not
Shock hazard
disconnected

33 Vacuum Relief
Valve

Vacuum
Thermal overload
Relief Valve to the system and
failed to open system shutdown
at 110 inches
of vacuum

3 Mechanical
failure

2 Every two week
3
inspection;
quarterly testing of
the valve, Blower
Low Pressure
Switch

18 No Action

36 Blower

Blower/Moto System not
r fails
operating, no
suction

3 Mechanical
failure

2 Every two week
inspection and
shutoff by low
pressure switch
connected to
autodialer

3

18 No Action

2 Material
failure or
physical
damage

2 Inspection
conducted every
two week

4

16 Vertical piping adjacent to
existing building column and
behind fence. Existing pipe
supports used to transport to
system. Ballards installed at
various points and protected by
steel sleeves. No further action.

12/28/2015

Loss of vacuum in
extraction points

Response

Actions Taken

24 No Action

27 Replacing filters

7 Piping from
Pipe or joint
extraction points failure
to system (above
ground)

Responsibility &
Target Completion
Date

New RPN

Potential Effect(s)
of Failure

New Det

Potential Failure
Mode(s)

New Sev

Item / Function

New Occ

List Nbr
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Tetra Tech
Performing
Contractor

2

23 Moisture
Separator

26 Replacing filters

30 Filter
Effectiveness

8 4" Hose to GAC
following Flow
Indicator

10 400 pound GAC
drums (two in
series)

4

16 Continue inspection every two
weeks

Tetra Tech

4

16 Extra HEPA pre-filters available
for potential change prior to
planned quarterly frequency

Tetra Tech
Performing
Contractor

Filters restore insufficient
air quality,
protection of air
are
quality
disconnected
and
subsequent
six month
monitoring
round shows
unacceptable
air quality

4 belief that the
problem is
solved

1 semiannual air
monitoring

4

16 No plan to turn off filters unless
they are replaced with a more
robust system

Tetra Tech
Performing
Contractor

Hose failure
(crack or
fatigue)

2 stress points
(short radius
bends)

2 visual inspection
every two weeks

3

12 Hose lengths minimized as
practicable and provide sturdy
industrial type hose. Ribbedplastic steel reinforced high temp
braided hose installed. No further
action.

2 supplier
provides offspec carbon

2 sampling every
month (influent,
midpoint, and
effluent sampling)

3

12 Continue to Sample monthly
Tetra Tech
(influent, midpoint, and effluent
sampling) with supervisory
review. Tetra Tech revised O&M
manual with System Extension
Revision to reflect this.

2 Operator error 2 Inspection
or MRAS
conducted every
operator
two week.
tampering

3

2 Operator error 2 Every two week
or MRAS
inspection
2 accumulation 2 Every two week
of moisture or
inspection
particulate

3

12 The ball valves are normally open
and locked. The
butterfly/diaphram valves are
adjustable and locked in place.
Provide locks for new valves.
12 Lock-out valve locked. No further
action.
12 Monitor vacuum and change filter Tetra Tech
when necessary.

Break of sight
glass on
Moisture
Separator

release of
untreated air to
environment

Carbon break release to
through
environment

11 Piping from point Inadvertent No suction and
to system
closing of the removal of sub
valve
slab VOCs
(ineffective
system)
40 Dilution Filter
Valve to the Performance of
dilution filter system would be
41 Influent Filter
Clogged filter Less influence and
System
capture of vapors
in extraction
points/wells

12/28/2015

Detection

3

Recommended
Action(s)
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Responsibility &
Target Completion
Date

Response

Actions Taken

New RPN

potential to
4 Operator error 1 Every two week
release
or MRAS
inspection
contaminated air
operator
and water to
tampering
environment
Decreased air Filter not
2 Excessive dust 2 System check
flow; excess operating
in basement
every 2 weeks
noise
effectively,
potentially
additional VOCs in
indoor air

Causes

New Det

R
P
N

Potential Effect(s)
of Failure

S
e
v

P
r
o
b

D
e
t

Potential Failure
Mode(s)

New Sev

Item / Function

New Occ

List Nbr

16

12

3

42 Influent Filter
System

One of the
Inability to read
vacuum
the delta P across
gauges across the filter
the filter
system is
faulty

45 Skid

S
e
v

Causes

2 Mechanical
failure

P
r
o
b

Detection

2 Every two week
inspection

D
e
t

R
P
N

3

12 Gauge and other readings
Tetra Tech
reviewed bi-weekly and guage
replaced immediately if the data
does not look right

Recommended
Action(s)

Responsibility &
Target Completion
Date

Response

Actions Taken

New RPN

Potential Effect(s)
of Failure

New Det

Potential Failure
Mode(s)

New Sev

Item / Function

New Occ

List Nbr

12

Damaging
new skid
during
34 Extraction points unloading/ins
Water
old and new
accumulation
in the sub
slab

Possible repair
3 Loading
2 Visual inspection
2
work for skid
equipment not
of skid pre/during
Schedule delay (~8
suited for
unloading/installat
wks)
purpose
ion Level Switch 1
Reduction of
2 High
5 High
system
Groundwater,
in the MS
effectiveness
plant releasing
(Moisture
water affecting
Separator).
subslab, storm
Autodialer

12

47 Safety

Installer falls
during
aboveground
piping
installation
15 Vapor Transfer
Water
lines from new
accumulation
point to system in the lines
17 Low Points Sumps low point fills
with water

Personal Injury

5 Installer
error/careless
ness

2 Visual - immediate 1

10 Ensure TT is following Fallprotection guidance

Tetra Tech

Reduction of air
flow

1 Condensation

3

9

Continue to inspect sumps biweekly

Tetra Tech

system flow is
reduced or
eliminated from
specific extraction
points

1 Condensation
of water from
wells

3 Inspection of
sumps every two
weeks
3 Inspection every
two weeks.
O&M Manual
checklists will
identify all
checkpoints

3

9

Continue to inspect sumps biweekly

Tetra Tech

35 Blower

Potential to burn
out the motor
(system shut
down)the system
Shuts
down

3 Mechanical
failure

1 Every two week
3
inspection and
shutoff by low
pressure
1 Every
twoswitch
week
3
inspection, shutoff
by low pressure
switch connected
to autodialer

9

No Action

9

9

No Action

9

Temp Switch Shuts the system
trips at low down
temp

3 Mechanical
failure

1 Every two weeks
inspection,
quarterly test and
shudown of
blower is
connected to
autodialer

9

No Action

37 Pressure Switch

39 Temperature
Switch

12/28/2015

Thermal
Overload
Switch fails
High Pressure
Switch trips
at low
pressure

3 Mechanical
failure

3

10 No Action
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10

9

4

2 Sample taps

S
e
v

Causes

P
r
o
b

Detection

D
e
t

R
P
N

Recommended
Action(s)

Responsibility &
Target Completion
Date

Left open

release to
environment

2 Operator error 2 Every two weeks
or MRAS
inspection.
operator
Quick connects
tampering with
installed (2010),
sample taps
Auto Dialer.

2

8

Two independent valves are
Tetra Tech
installed at each location. Quick
disconnect automatic shutoff
valve systems installed by Tetra
Tech to minimize operator error.
No further action.

14 Extraction point

Silt clogging
of point

Loss of flow from
these points

2 Native soil
collecting into
the extraction
point

2 Inspection
conducted every
two week, flow
measurement
from each point,
trends can detect.

2

8

Continue bi-weekly monitoring.

Tetra Tech

19 Post heat
exchanger high
temp. switch

failure of high premature
switch point breakthrough of
to occur
carbon

2 bi-weekly
inspection of
manual temp.
gauge

2

8

Continue bi-weekly monitoring
and quarterly testing of switch.

Tetra Tech

20 Heat Exchanger
operation

The fan on
heat
exchanger
burn
Waterout

2 defective
switch or
operator
adjustment of
switch
2 motor failure

2 temp. switch that 2
detects high temp.
which will cause
system
shutdown 2
2 high
pressure
alarm on lower
discharge

8

temp. switch that detects high
temp. which will cause system
shutdown . No additional action.

8

Continue to conduct quarterly
inspections.

21 Level switch on
air water
separator

effluent temp.
would rise

saturation of
accumulation upstream carbon
in separator vessels.

2 defective
switch

2 Physical
damage or
intentional
breach of
concrete

1 GE contract
requires
notification of
LMCPI to do
building mods,
every two week
inspection

4

8

Tony attends meetings - dialogue
improved

46 Piping

Utility
Distruption of
damage while facility ops
hanging pipe

4 Installer
error/careless
ness

2 Visual - immediate 1

8

Coordinated with facility to help
avoid utility issues.

Camlock
connection
fails

2 Operator error 3 Cotter Pins to
1
or MRAS
ensure camlocks
operator
are in place.
tampering
Zip ties installed to
prevent tampering
(2010)

6

Zip ties installed. No further
action.

2 wear or over
tightening

6

Continue bi-weekly monitoring of Tetra Tech
hoses and replace as necessary.

12 4" Hose to GAC
following Flow
Indicator

12/28/2015

release of
untreated air to
environment

Camlock barb release of
and hose
untreated air to
joint failure environment

1 Every two weeks
inspection visual
inspection
Hoses replaced as
necessary

3
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Actions Taken

8

Tetra Tech

24 Extraction Points Concrete
Potential to have
Shrinkage and loss of vacuum
Cracks
and reduced
capture of VOCs

9 4" Hose to GAC
following Flow
Indicator

Response

New RPN

Potential Effect(s)
of Failure

New Det

Potential Failure
Mode(s)

New Sev

Item / Function

New Occ

List Nbr

5

S
e
v

Causes

P
r
o
b

Detection

D
e
t

R
P
N

Recommended
Action(s)

Responsibility &
Target Completion
Date

Actions Taken

13 4" Hose to GAC
following Flow
Indicator

Material
release of
incompatibilit untreated air to
y between
environment
PVC, CPVC
and
aluminum

2 wear or over
tightening

1 Every two weeks
inspection visual
inspection
Hoses replaced as
necessary

3

6

18 balancing flow
from well

refuse flow
from
individual
wells

Sub slab controls
not in place

2 incorrect
adjustment of
valves
Heterogeneity
of subsurface

3 measuring points
at each well and
diaphragm valve
for flow throttling

1

6

31 Uncontrolled
shutdown

filters stop
running

degraded air
quality

3 Power Outage
Mechanical
Failure

1 Inspection every 2 2
weeks
If outage affects
Bldg A SSDS, Tetra
Tech will get alarm

6

Tetra Tech responds to buiding A Tetra Tech
power alarms(SSDS) in a timely
manner and can restart the filters

44 Installation /
Improper
Severe Personal
Decomissioning of removal /
Injury/Electrical
skid
installation of Shock
electrical
equipment

5 Not following
LOTO
Improper
Training
Worker
carelessness

1 Electrical checks
conducted during
pre-work

1

5

Ensure O&M includes electrical
Tetra Tech
checks and LOTO procedures are
followed.

28 Replacing filters

Spent filters
disposed
improperly

Reprimand to
employee who
made mistake

1 Operator does 2 Operator acting in
not observe
accordance with
O&M Manual
the O&M Manual

2

4

Observe O&M Manual and
ensure the operator is properly
trained

43 Measurement
Vacuum Suction

Faulty gauge
used for
Vacuum
Measurement

Incorrect
2 Mechanical
adjustments to the
failure
system (area of
influence would
potentially be set
incorrectly)

1 Multiple
2
measurement
points for gauge.
Operator should
know that gauge is
faulty

4

No Action

4

48 Startup

Functional
test results
don't result
as designed

3 Faulty
equipment
provided by
vendor

1 Visual during
startup

1

3

No Action

3

2 Power Outage

1 Change alarms
1
from NO to NC on
both Systems
Battery backups
installed on alarms
(2010) - Checked
every two weeks

2

Make sure that new skid has
normally closed circuits.

Schedule delay send back faulty
equipment to
vendor or vendor
repair on-site
16 Fail - Safe Alarms Normally
System would be
Open Circuits off/down for a
do not close longer period of
properly
time.

12/28/2015

Continue bi-weekly monitoring of Tetra Tech
hoses and replace as necessary.

Response

New RPN

Potential Effect(s)
of Failure

New Det

Potential Failure
Mode(s)

New Sev

Item / Function

New Occ

List Nbr
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6

5

Tetra Tech

Tetra Tech

2

6

APPENDIX G—PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

TETRA TECH • LOCKHEED MARTIN MIDDLE RIVER COMPLEX ▪ BUILDING A
100% DESIGN, SUB-SLAB DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM SECOND-PHASE EXPANSION

Preliminary Construction Schedule
Sub-Slab Depressurization System Second-Phase Expansion
Building A, Lockheed Martin Middle River Complex, Middle River, Maryland

ID

Task Name

Duration

1

100% Design Package Approval

2

SSD System Expansion Construction

Start

Finish

1 day

Mon 2/15/16

Mon 2/15/16

85 days

Tue 2/16/16

Mon 6/13/16

Predecessors Oct 25, '15
Nov 22, '15
Dec 20, '15
Jan 17, '16
Feb 14, '16
Mar 13, '16
Apr 10, '16May 8, '16Jun 5, '16Jul 3, '16Jul 31, '16
29 6 142230 8 1624 1 9 17 25 2 1018 26 5 1321 29 6 14 2230 8 1624 1 9 1725 3 1119 27 4

3

Mobilization

5 days

Mon 4/18/16

Fri 4/22/16

4

Install Header Pipe

5 days

Tue 2/16/16

Mon 2/22/16

1

5

Tie-In Extraction Points to Header Pipe

5 days

Tue 2/23/16

Mon 2/29/16

4

6

Shut system down, remove existing blower skid

0 days

Wed 5/4/16

Wed 5/4/16

7

Install new blower skid/moisture separators/heat exchanger

3 days

Wed 5/4/16

Fri 5/6/16

6

8

Complete pre-system start-up inspection

2 days

Mon 5/9/16

Tue 5/10/16

7

9

Complete system start-up inspection and balance wells

3 days

Wed 5/11/16

Fri 5/13/16

5

10

Demobilization

1 day

Fri 5/13/16

Fri 5/13/16

11

Waste Profiling

20 days

Mon 5/16/16

Fri 6/10/16

10

12

Waste Transportation and Disposal

1 day

Mon 6/13/16

Mon 6/13/16

11

Tetra Tech, Inc.

4/22

5/4

Task

External Tasks

Duration-only

External Tasks

Split

External Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Milestone

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary

Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Start-only

Deadline

Project Summary

Manual Task

Finish-only
Page 1

Tue 1/5/16

